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Senate.
Owing to the absence of Lieutenant
Governor E. C. de Baca and President
pro tem E. A. Mieia, Walton called
the Senate to order and Hinkle moved
that Clark be elected temporary
chairman, Holt seconded the motion.
and Clark was chosen unanimously.
was escorted to the chair by Hin- kle and Holt.
Miera arrived at this juncture and
took the chair.
A petition from Roosevelt
county
asked for an additional district judge.
The following bills were introduced:
Senate Bill Xo. 137, by Crampton, an
act for public improvements in cities
and districts.
Senate Bill Xo. 138, by Ilfeld, an act
to amend Section 223 of the Compiled
Laws of 1897.
Senate Bill Xo. 139, by Ilfeld to
authorize judges to rent chambers
and pay for them out of the court fund.
Senate Bill Xo. 140 by Ilfeld, an
act to provide for the election of sheriffs in each county.
Senate Bill Xo. 141, by Ilfeld, to
amend Chapter 97 of the Laws of 1901.
Senate Substitute for House Bill Xo
30, to restrain and abate houses
of
assignation and prostitution was passed. It reads as follows:
this state.
Section 1. Any person who shall
Insurance Policy Approved.
erect,
maintain, own, lease
Yesterday the Xew Mexico depart- use or establish, or
occupy,
knowingly permit
ment of insurance approved the policy
to be occupied or used, any building,
of the American Central Fire Insur

Governor W. C. McDonald left the
Capital this afternoon for Clovis
where he will attend the Democratic
state convention. The governor conferred with the state board of Pharmacy this morning. Resides the resignations of the trustees 01 the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane requested some days ago, the governor
announced that he had asked many
other individual members of state
boards to tender their resignations as
a personal favor to him.
Application for Parole.
After having served the minimum
sentence Rafael Flores, a prisoner in
the state penitentiary from Lincoln
county, today made application for
parole. The application will be acted
upon at the next meeting of the state
parole board May 18. Flores was
convicted of assault while armed with
a deadly weapon.
No Law to Prevent Big Fight.
In answer to an inquiry of District
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward of Las
W.
Vegas, Attorney General Frank
Clancy today gave it as his opinion
that there is no law at present on the
statute books of New Mexico which
or
could prevent the Johnson-Flynany other prize fight being staged in
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The Little Store

WHEN

W0MENJRE

PALE

THRGUGH

Again Reminds You of the Superior

" Soltaire " Goods.

IT
WITH

the

Always the Leader

neat

b

WHOLESALE

i:;

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFa SEED.

STOCK FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

e

Phone Black

45

R. J. CRICHTON
Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

PincV SAWED WOOD
333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

CASGARETS

LII

Received Santa Feans and
Expressed Lively Interest In City
IS

OUT FOR

PRESIDENT

TIFT

Spoke in California Cities and
Will Reach Ohio Battle
Ground Tuesday
"My business in California was with

the board of directors

of

the

Panama-Pacifi-

c

exposition, " said Philander
Chase Knox, secretary of state, to a
reporter from the New Mexican yesterday afternoon at Lamy junction.
Sitting in the smoking compartment
of his private car Elyslan across a
small card table from Governor Clark
of Alaska, the courteous, cordial diploMex.
mat received the press representative
and E. C. Burke, postmaster of Santa
AS I RODE DOWN THE WIND.
Fe, who had gone to Lamy to shake
As I rode down the wind
hands with him. Continuing, the secThrough the kingdoms of earth,
retary admitted that he had fixed a
There was grief, there was joy,
political fence or two for the PresiThere was sadness and mirth.
dent and had received complaints
from a number of refugee Americans
As, I rode down the wind
who had been driven from Mexico,
Through the kingdoms of earth,
Heard Americans From Mexico.
There was love, there was hate,
"At San Diego a number of Amer
There was death, there was birth.
icans lately returned from the storm
centers of the revolution informed
And ever this question revolved in
me of the conditions as they had exmy mind,
perienced them. Every one had his
What availeth it all? as I rode down own
story to tell and most of them dif
the wind!
fered widely."
Clinton Scollard, in New York Sun.
"Did any of them have real grievances?" he was aked.
"Yes,"' replied Mr. Knox. "I am satisfied that some have good reasons
AROUND THE STATES
to complain."
"Will these stories have any bearing on our relations with Mexico?"
Assault With Words.
"That I cannot say," he answered
Epimenio Leon of Cerro, was arrest- with a real
diplomatic lowering of
ed and brought before Judge Lee Witt,
the eyelids an
smile.
with "assault with words
charged
Looking from the window at the colagainst the honor and delicacy" of lection of adobe shacks that lined
Mrs. Antonio Brlto. He was convictthe A. T. and S. F. railroad right of
ed and Judge Witt assessed him $25
Mr. Knox inquired the name of
and costs. The case was appealed to way,
the station. When told that it was
the district court by the defendant's
Lamy junction he betrayed lively inattorney, F. T. Cheetham. Taos Val- terest in his
surroundings.
ley Recorder.
"This is only twenty miles from
Taos Couple Married.
B'e?" he asked, and added: "I
Santa
J. H. Duncan of Taos, went to
have always had a desire to visit New-where he was married to Miss Mexico's
capital and I shall take the
Lillian Shafranka, Rev. J. Moore, of
first opportunity of doing so.''
Taos, performing the ceremony. Mr.
When asked if the present was not a
Euncan is one of Taos's enterprising
seasonable time for the journey
very
young business men and his bride is the
secretary answered, "I am due in
a beautiful and accomplished young; Ohio
by Tuesday so cannot take adlady well known in Santa Fe. They
of the present opportunity."
will reside in Taos, Mr. Duncan hav- vantage
This last evidently suggested his
ing there provided a cozy little home mission in Ohio for he asked "how
for his bride.
about the eastern political situation?"
When given the gist of the latest
COLLECTION OF PORTRAITS
to
developments there he wished
FOR HISTORIC MUSEUM. know how New Mexico stood on the
presidential question and smiled faintColonel R. E. Twitchell Adds to Many
ly when told "everything for Taft."
Valuable Gifts He Has Already
California on the Fence.
Made to Society.
"California is very evenly divided,"
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell today Mr. Knox informed the press reprepresented to the New Mexico Histor- sentative, "but I believe that the
ical Society portraits of many of the President had a shade the advantage
old timers of this commonwealth. The over Theodore Roosevelt."
portraits are wash drawings of uniHe had not heard of an order of
form size, neatly framed and under the President declaring all federal ofglass. They are taken from old fices vacant in New Mexico and Aridaguerrotypes, paintings and wood zona and said that he doubted very
cuts, and form a priceless collection much if this were true.
for the Society. Colonel Twitchell has
Has Traveled Much of Late.
recently made other gifts of historical
Secretary Knox and his party conmaterial which are much appreciated sisting of Governor Clark of Alaska,
and plans additions to the historical and Mrs. Clark,
and Congressman
library and collections that will still James Francis Burke of Pittsburg,
further enhance the value of the work spent Saturday at the Grand Canon
done with such unselfishness and de- and it was here that Congressman
votion by
L, Bradford Burke was detained to the disapPrince for the past generation and pointment of Postmaster Burke, his
more in building up for New Mexico, brother, who had gone to Lamy to
a splendid historical collection. The meet hira. The train with private
following are the portraits presented car attached passed through
Lamy
by Colonel Twitchell: Colonel Ceran junction at 6:30 o'clock yesterday
St. Vrain, Don Gaspar Ortiz, Antonio afternoon.
The secretary has been
Ortiz y Salazar,
Brother
Botulph, away from his duties at Washington
General R. H. Weightman, Don Nes for some time having made a trip to
tor Armijo, General Manuel Armijo, Central American countries, visited
Don Juan C. Armijo, General W. H. California in the interest of the canLoring, Colonel Christopher Carson, didacy of President Taft and inspectDick Wootton, Dr. Josiah Gregg, Law ed the exposition site at San Franrence P. Browne, Col. John R. Bay- cisco.
lor, Don Hilario Gonzales, Don Luis
Corporation Attorney and Trust
Robidaux, Scabby Bull Arapahoe, Don
"Buster."
Jose Leandro Perea, Don J. Galle-goThe foremost and richest diplomat
James Magoffin.
of the United States the secretary
Each name wakens vivid memories doesn't look it. He is short of statof old times and strenuous days of ure, partially bald and so frank and
tne time of the American occupation genial in address that the burdens of
or soon thereafter.
state seem not to weigh on his well
formed shoulders.
He is one of tho
CANADIAN PACIFIC BONDS
ablest attorneys of the country and
MADE NEW HIGH RECORD. gave up a lucrative practice as a lawyer when he launched into politBy Special Leased Wire to New Mtxlcan) tics. He is a former senator
of
New York, May 13. An early move- Pennsylvania, was attorney general
ment in tne coalers slackened in the under President McKinley, has twice
second hour of Wall street transac- refused a seat on the supreme bench.
tions today, f ears of a possible ad- It is said that he drew up the incorporverse decision by the supreme court, ation papers for the United States
which
today, and heavi- Steel Co. and was counsel for the
ness of United States and Union Pa
Pennsylvania railroad notwithstand- cific militating against further activ
ity. United States Steel and other
Deafness Cannot be Cured
metals reflected
selling pressure by local
applications, as they cannot
throughout the morning.
Bonds were steady. A new high rec- reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaford for Canadian Pacific at 239
and strength in American Sugar, ness, and that is by constitutional rewhich at lii
sold at its best in medies. Deafness is caused by an inseveral years, were almost the only flamed condition of the mucous linnotable features of the noon hour. ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
The market lapsed into dullness and this tube is inflamed you have a rumbhesitancy. Trading was very dull in ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
the latter part of the afternoon and when it is entirely closed, Deafness
about the only feature of interest was is the result, and unless the Inflama-tiocan be taken out and this tube
a further rise in Canadian Pacific and
Lehigh Valley the latter touching restored to its normal condition, hear178
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
The market closed heavy. An- cases out of ten are caused by Canouncement that the supreme court tarrh, which is nothing but an inhad adjourned for a fortnight without flamed condition of the mucous surtaking action in the coal trust cases faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
had no material effect on Lehigh Valley and Reading, but the list acquired for any case of Deafness (caused by
more strength on the rise on Union catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Pacific. Denver and Rio Grande com- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirmon and preferred weakness lacked culars, free.
The rise in Union Pacific
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
explanation.
failed to hold and was followed by
Sold by all druggist, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
selling of Reading, United States, Lehigh Valley and other standard shares.
dnon-committ-

Rin-cona-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

-

TO

v

All Parts of The World
SIVfi MflflPV

and Inconvenitnce b7

Purchaser Wells

lllUllVJ Fargo

Domestic Money Orders,
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

U.

Tkrouflsut

Traveler'

"tiUS"

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J.

D.

BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Pbone Main

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Pr m
BARRANCA TO TAOS.J

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

North South
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives a
faos at 7 p. m.
frM
Ten miles shorter than any othei
hacks and good
BOARD BY THE W EEK $5.00 way. Good coveredround
teams. Fare $5.00
trip. Tea mi
Frencn Noodle Order fOc. a dlsn,
furnished commers al men to take If
Hew York Chop Suey 50c the
surrounding ons. Wire E'.nbudr
Station

E

SPECIAL

EXCURSION
TO POINTS

FARES

IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN

f RANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO one way via

PORTLAND or SEATTLE,

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May 1,2 and 3. Re
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19,20. Return limit Au$r. 12. 1912
Aug. 29, 30,

31

;

Sept.

1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Return limit

Oct. 31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman -- iid Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

MAY

MONDAY,

KNOX PASSED

Health Glow Better Than Rouge.
Women who are pale and feel compelled to resort to cosmetics to give
their complexion a "natural" color
will be pleased to know a better way.
Pallor is caused by poor, thin blood
nothing else. If your blood is as
rich and red as it ought to be, the
skin will have that ruddy hue of
health so much desired.
Miss Clara Wohlers of Brooklyn,
says "My blood became thin and pooi
last spring, making me pale and nervous. I had heard that Vinol was a
splendid thing for this condition so I
began using it and received great benefit. It has restored my healthy color
and made me feel well again. Vinol
is an excellent tonic."
We say positively that there is a
nothing like Vinol to enrich and puriSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
fy the blood, and build up weak, runALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS down people. The taste is delicious
and even children like to take it.
You can use Vinol without any risk
for we guarantee it to be satisfactory
and pay back your money if it is not.
The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X.

Quality and Large Variety of

M.

2

n

FOR

13, 1912.
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For forty years you've known

SICKJOOR STOMACH

the name

Gently but thoroughly cleanse and reg
ulate your Stomach, Liver and
Bowels while you sleep.

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field. ' '

That awful sourness, belching of
acid and foul eases: that nain in r.h
pit of the stomach, the heartb am, ner
vousness, nausea, bloating after eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness and
sick headache, means indigestion; a
disordered stomach, which cannot be
regulated until you remove the cause.
It isn't your stomach's fault. Your
stomach is as good as any.
Try Cascarets; they cure indigestion, because they immediately cleanse
and regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
fTom the liver and carry off the decomposed waste matter and poison
from the intestines and bowels. Then
your stomach trouble is ended forever.
A Cascaret tonight will
straighten you
out by morning a
box from
any drag store will keep your entire
family feeling good for months. Don't
forget the children their litt'.e insides
need a good, gentle cleansing too.

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
life isn't spent in a repair shop.
They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A guarantee to give satisfactiont
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the

their

ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you

iug these past affiliations he isi one
of the original trust "busters."
He is
at home in Pittsburg, has a country
seat at Valley Forge and official residence in Washington, D. C. He is 54
years old.
COLD WAVE SWEEPS
FROM MONTANA

a Coldwell.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If It's Hardware, We Have It

Phone U.

TO OHIO.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcanj

Washington,

D.

C,

May 13.

A be-

lated cold wave sweeping down from
the Canadian northwest, is causing
frost, snow and shivering temperatures today from Montana, and Colorado eastward to Ohio.
The thermometer registered freezing at many
places and there was snow in Colorado and at Duluth. Cheyenne reported the coldest weather with the thermometer registering twenty-eigh- t
degrees. The cold wave soon will spend
itself.

19

OKLAHOMA MAY NOT TAX LESS
THAN HALF BLOOD INDIANS.
(By Special Leases Wire to New Mexican)
Washington. t). C, May 13. Many
million of dollars in taxes were lost
today by tan state of Oklahoma
through a decision of the supreme
court of the United States that the
state cannot tax land allotted to about
800 less than half blood Indians.
BUTTER IS DECLARED
FIRM AT THIRTY CENTS.
Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Elgin, 111., May 13. The quotation

Skipping the Bad Places.

committee of the Elgin oBard this
afternoon declared buter firm at 30c.

A NERVOUS WRECK.
Mrs. Mae McKnight of Oronogo,
Mo., writes "I was simply a nervous
wreck. I could not even walk across
the floor without my heart fluttering
and I suffered with such bearing down
sensations every month.
Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
not only done my nerves a world of
good, but has relieved me from pain
and I am recommending
it to my
friends."
Because your case is a difficult one,
don't continue to suffer, but try LyComdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
pound.

J. F. RHOADS

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

:

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

FRANK ffl. JONES,
Policies

Screen Windows, r: Screen Doors.
SHOW CASES.

::

:

SESP

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,

157 W.

THE

YOU CAN GET

Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Manufacturer of

104 Galesteo

WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,

WOOD WORKER

Telephone

:

Street

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. Red 76

SANTA FE, N. M

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

ff
II

EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Black 50166
Leave Orders

JULIUS

at

Oxford Club Saloon.

HER

I

ly
y
A

--

MEW MiiXIUAM

MINTING CO.

Local Agents for

sccr,iicke

"Elastic Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit

The Tailor
its advantages
bilities.

with few o

and

Ci 0, write

isSilSSn
Sf;:
B

JS?J?

possi- -

or phone

I

.

f

A

r

M

'SSe

Will clean, press, repair

or

alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments

at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shafting; one 12 horso power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, drst claw
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, paaixi upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a i.O gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. It l:itev8teiV address the New M evict' Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

Methodist
Episcopal Church

General Conference,
Minneapolis, Minn.
MAY
ROUND

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 221.

(foods Called for and Delivered.

TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE,

,
Society Stationery The New Meir
nan Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

Ist-3I- st

NM.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1, 8, 15 and 22.
Return Limit, June 15, 1912.
H.

S.L1TZ, Aft.,

SANTA FE,

N.M.

MONDAY,

MAY

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

13, 191?.

MOST CHARMING

mam

NEW MEXICO

i
ri

ml the

Qfcy

home in Santa Fe, with a collection
licf fine paintings, a well selected
brary, a fireplace that is the admiration of all who behold it, it is built
entirely of woods native on the ranch.
The red cedar has a grain and coloring that is remarkably rich, and the
effect is most pleasing to the eye. The
v toward
the west takes in the
greatest waterfall on the river (there
are three big waterfalls on the Valley
Ranch) to which leads a shady lane
,
at the foot of which is a copse of
lows and cottonwoods, hiding rustic
bridges and rustic seats for the senti- mental and the romantic.
Here, a
lake is to be formed and will be
ed with fish. All along the river bank,
ap far as the eye can reach, are
groves of trees in which are being
placed seats and w hich furnish ideal
picnic grounds. Toward the north from
the bungalow (and a wide veranda is
on the north), the view sweeps over
the rich meadows and fields to the
mountains and forests beyond, a
er forgettable picture. On the other
sides, a full view is had of the
ings, (he Glorieta Mesa and the road
as it approaches and leaves the main
entrance to the grounds. Then there
are log cottages with modern conveniences, that in former years were
missed, a garage just completed, spacious barns farther in the distance, a
water wheel, a wind mill with air pressure tank, much of this being entirely
I'.ew, and adding to pleasure and com-- i
fort. A fine herd of Jersey cows suy- lilies milk and cream for the table.
Twenty or more gentle saddle horses
are for the convenience of guests,
There are hydrants scattered over the
grounds, but above all, there is sani-- j
tary cleanliness and the never ceasing!
music of the waters.
A Favorite Resort.
Xo wonder, the Valley Ranch
has
become a favorite resort summer and
winter. From this Wednesday on, the
opening of the trout fishing season, it
will be the Mecca toward which lead
good roads from Las Vegas. AlbuquerThe highque, Santa Fe, Glorieta.
way to Santa Fe, the historic Santa
Fe Trail, hardly resembles its former
self. The Good Roads Commission
has cut down grades on the two
'
'
Portions, the Canoncito and
his '.journey long enough to travel inVnis'el,est
tne
in places, a new
Apache
whose
the heart of the majestic range
road
has
out of the rock,'
been
blasted
win-neaks he sees dimly from the car
and except three crossings of the
dows.
Canoncito, and the five miles nearest
The Valley Ranch.
Santa Fe, the road is superb.
The
Thrown across the widest part of trip from Santa Fe to the Valley;
the upper Pecos Valley, just above Ranch is made in an hour and a halfj
the picturesque town of Pecos, some to two hours by auto, although there
minutes.
distance north of the historic and pre- is one record of
historic ruins of Pecos Pueblo,
Parties.
Camping
mission
and its massive
on
As a place from which, and
church, a sight worth while, in itself, which, to
a place to rest and to
fish,
two
of
square
lies a little principality
enjoy, to get into touch with nature
miles, bounded on one side by the tur- without
suffering discomforts and inbulent Pecos and the declivities of conveniences
generally associated with
the Glorieta range, on the other by the mountain travel,
as a place of rare
the
of
foothills
Chaperito ridge scenic
steep
the Valley Ranch
beauty,
to
heights stands unexcelled in the
rising summit above summit
Southwest.
above 10,000 feet, both forming part
the summer, the management
of the main Rocky mountain system,) During
is planning camping parties into the
here called the Blood of Christ, or in
higher sierras, where there are fields
de
mellifluous
the
Spanish, "Sangre
of columbine under
lofty pine and
Towards the north,
Cristo," range.
are mead- where
there
spruce
trees,
the valley narrows into the Pecos ows of wild cosmos and acres of
Canon only wide enough in many mountain flora that
glows in the pristoplaces for the river and the road;
matic colors. That the Valley Ranch
and
narrows
too,
it
ward the south,
is a favorite among Santa Fe people
follows the stream into the limitless i.3
attested by the fact that yesterday,
This little kingdom is the
distance.
the following from this city were visValley Ranch, famous decades ago for itors there and sat down to the deliits fertility and gayety, and neither cious
repast spread in the dining
have diminished one whit, as one will
room: Chief Justice Clarence J. Robbroad
its
in
hounding
acknowledge
Judge Frank W. Parker, Internal
acres of grain and alfalfa, or in being erts,
H. P. Bardshai,
Revenue Collector
a guest at one of the regular SaturState Senator E. A. Miera, former Suin
the
dances
spacious
day evening
perintendent of Public Instruction .1.
dining room of the attractive hotel E. Clark, X. Salmon, Dr. David Knapp,
a
of
center
building that forms the
R. C. Garrett, former
cottages and William Farah,
group of bungalows,
Postmaster Simon Xusbaum, Harvey
farm buildings that sit on the brow of S.
Lutz, and Paul A. F. Walter. There
a hill overlooking a scene of marvelis hardly a day, but that several auous- beauty.
tomobile parties from
neighboring
A Charming Spot.
places do not make a stop of several
have
The first impression, after eyes
hours or days at the pleasant resort.
feasted upon the beauty of the scene,
the Valley Ranch, while it
is that of orderliness and cleanliness. However,
does not take consumptives, caters to
The union of farm, resort and hotel
the
people of eastern and
is not always a happy one, and has middle western
cities, who come to
the
on
one
not airways been a happy
an
winter or summer for
entire
spend
Valley Ranch, but today it is a model rest or recreation and have discov
which has preserved the touches of
and at
ered here accommodations
the old and has welded them to mod- tractions that are not equalled, much
The
comfort.
and
convenience
ern
less excelled in the mountains of Co
broad veranda has comfortable rocklorado, California or any other state.
kitchers and swings; the bed rooms,
en, dining room of the main building
GOOD WORK.
reare
furnished with bran new furniture,
Im C.nla Um Many
r
P.itirpnfi
' have the modern conveniences which uunc van hi
Toll nf it.
his
for
the seasoned traveler needs
comfort, and which add to the enjoyNearly every reader has heard of
ment of the guest who stays for weeks
work
and months. On the tables and fire- Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good our
und
still
Fe
in
Santa
continues,
blos
fresh
find
places one may always
endorse-soms and greens as each season pro- citizens are constantly adding
No
better
ment
Yesby public testimony.
vides them in such abundance.
of merit can be had than the
and
proof
currants
wild
were
they
terday
of friends and neighbors.
apple blooms and a prettier effect experience
Read
this
case:,
other
be
cculd hardly
produced by any
Alberta Oarcta, oallsteo St., Santa
The meals that
floral combination.
a
are served are substantial, abundant, Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem It
toothsome and the variety is all that pleasure to corroborate the public
the market and the home gardens and statement I gave In praise of Doan'sI
hot beds afford. The diring room has Kidney Pilis about seven years ago.
new floors, new tables, new chairs, tound them to be au excellent remedy
and althoueh already spacious, plans and I have never hesitated to vouch
are being made to enlarge and to con for their merit when an opportunity 1
nect it with an adjoining lounging has been presented. For two years
room and ladies' lobby by arches. It was in bad shape from backache and
has piano and pianola that on Satur- kidney trouble and when Doan KidPills were brought to my notice,
day evenings furnish the music for the ney
I resolved to try them. I procured a
dance, such as on last Saturday was
box and they not only drove away
enjoyed by guests and casual visitors.
backache, but regulated the passages
Comfort.
and
Beauty
The grounds around the main build- of the kidney secretions and toned up
ing are spacious. An inviting orchard my entire system."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
in the shade of which are new tent
Buffalo
Co.,
cottages, with new furniture and con cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
the
To
the
north.
to
lies
veniences,
east a fine tennis court. Toward the States.
Remember the name Doan's and
rriver is the bungalow of the proprie
tors. Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Miller, who take no other.
have virtually created this enchanting
New Mexican Want Ads brings
place, and It Is worthy of more than
passing note. As Deautnui as any results every time.

Revisiting the upper Pecos after an
absence of several years brings' double
delight. The assurance that youthful
and first enthusiasm in nowise had ov
erestimated the attractions and the
grandeur of that favored mountain and
river region of the Sangre de Cristo
range, and that the memories of pleas
ant hoars has hallowed and heightened the beauty of favored haunts.
'mere is tne same majestic stream
rushing on with the same impetuosity,
seemingly murmuring "forever, forev-- ,
forever," ever changing and yet
changeless, like the granite mountain
walls that hem it in or seek to bar
its way. One never tires watching the
the eddies, the spray that
leaps over the boulders in midstream,
or the rush of the waters in cascades
over natural and artificial
barriers,
There is the same bountiful spring on
the Valley Ranch, gushing forth joy-- j
ously under the sun; boiling mysteri- ously out of the earth under the
cloud shadows, the water flowing
water
spicy white flowered
cress, amidst a green meadow and the
of trees, into the Pecos. What
an ideal site for a fish hatchery and!
another summer and winter resort like
the peerless Valley Ranch which
has been rejuvenated these latter
days!
Visions of Enchantment.
There are the same carpets of wild
flowers, the same rugged heights that
sharply outline the horizon with their!
tall pines and firs; there is the same
lure to follow the winding road, the
many trails that lead to vales of enchantment, to deep canons, the trout
streams, to cosy ranch homes, to
broad meadows, to peaks glistening
with snow even in summer time.
There are the same vistas of almost
measureless extent; the same characteristic coloring that causes the heart
of the artist to leap with delight and
the poet to dream in measured numbers.
Ever afterward, going home, is not
to distant towns or cities, to faraway
farms or villages, but to the upper
Pecos, a rugged dreamland of which
the traveler on the train as it whistles
bv Rowe. Pecos, Glorieta. has no vis- -
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VALLEY RANCH

Miss Helen Hays, of Kalamazoo, Mioh,
'. .. 2.00
.
igan, reached the Valley Ranch this
'
50 Valley Ranch, New Mexico, May ilth, morning.
1912Only three days more to the open-- '
Mrs. C. B. Hays and her daughter, ing of the fishing season.
sent to
ACTIVITIES.
'

'

'

-

The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It iB
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation their local papers to place every
among the intelligent and progress!- e people of the Southwest
quiry received and every inquiry
-

struction of Deming's telephone sysSANTA FE'S MOTHERS'
The Mothers' Club of Santa Fe has tem at a cost of $60,000. The handbeen organized only since January thiE somest and best equipped high school
year, but in that time it has accom- building in New Mexico, standing on
plished enough good to justify its ex- the southern edge of town, will no
istence. Among many other things, it longer look strange to you and out
has established a closer relationship of place. You will commence to see
between every mother who attends the that the board of village trustees actclub and the teachers, and if the ed wisely in spending $40,000 last year
school children are to pass a success- in the construction of a sanitary
ful and happy educational period, that sewer system which is capable of
relationship is an absolute necessity.
a city of 15,000 people.
Professor William H. Maxwell, su Deming's publicity bill of $10,000 per
perintendent of the public schools of year will appear no longer exorbitant,
New York City says: "The most ef because you will understand now
that
fective school teaching is done when the boundless resources of this secmore
and
school
and the home,
the
tion deserve publicity, and justify the
particularly the teacher and the moth- faith thus evidenced in the proposition
er work together in the interest of
inby the business and professional
the child.
terests of the town. You will no longer
"That child e to be pitied who has ask
in a dozed sort of way
to work out his educational salvation whenyourself
the activity everywithout the sympathy and support of where witnessing
in Deming, "What the
his parents. The child is blessed in- devil evident
supports this town?" When a
deed whose father and mother take an
interest in all his school work, sympa- farmer rolls up to the postofflce in his
thize with him in his trials and sup- touring car and tells you he has made
port him in hours of weakness. This the distance of 14 miles to town in 40
matter of the vital connection between minutes by reason of $5000 spent withthe school and the home is of such in the last few months on improving
vast importance, and seeing that there the road, you will be disposed to
are millions of children, millions of imagine that you are back in some
teachers and millions of parents, of older and wealthy community east of
such vast extent that it should no the Mississippi river. You once, perlonger be left to the initiative or the haps, were blind, but now you see."
care of individuals.
Cooperation
among parents is needed to bring
GETTING THINGS.
about the best results.
"Democrats in Congress Get Noth"The individual mother works best
ing for Denver," is a startling headfor the school and the home when she line in the Denver
And
feels that she is working in accord it is a whole sermonRepublican.
a sad
in
with the great company of mothers, commentary on the too itself, attigeneral
and the effect upon the teacher is tude of the public toward
govern
when
she knows ment and its servants.
vastly accentuated
that the caution, the commendation, or The
ability to get something for the
the reproof as the case may be, is
is deemed the highest atthe product not of a single mother's community,
tribute of statesmanship nowadays. It
affection or good sense but represents i8
the same in high-broMassachuthe opinion of a great multitude of setts
it is in Mississippi, in New
mothers. Hence the value of a con Mexicoas and
in Arizona. It does not
gress of mothers working together in matter very much whether
the comthe interests of the school and the
munity really needs anything, or
home."
whether its wants ought to take a logIt is not enough to pay taxes ical
in the scheme of governto support the school. The high stand- ment place
for the entire nation, the Senaards and efforts of the school should
the Congressman, the legislator,
be vigorously supported by parents in- tor,
who does not get a slice for his comto
see
their value.
telligent enough
no matter how high his atIt sometime happens that a school munity,
tainments
otherwise, how great his
is not able to maintain those high
and how brilliant the
standards of scholarship and industry statesmanship
results he
for the entire
because the home is careless and in- state or themay achieve
nation, must be sidetrackdifferent as to what the children do ed for the man
able to get things for
evenings and out of school.
his
friends and his district.
Are Santa Fe parents as interested
Republicans, Democrats, other paras they should be in the school which
their child attends? Have they been ties, all are alike. The American trait
of "getting things" is the fetish that
finding fault with the efficiency of that
The thing gotten may
school? If so had it ever occurred all worship.
to them that that school may be suf- be absolutely worthless to the common geezer, it may be merely for
fering from the lack of their strong
moral support and that of their neigh- show and not for service, but "getting
things'' is the altar before which the
bor?
average voter bows., and it i the last
The New Mexican believes
that and most convincing argument in polithrough Santa Fe's Mother Club, San- tics and in statesmanship.
Fe
ta
schools will soon have a ten
Yet, there is the wider view, to
months' school uninterrupted by many
and unnecessary holidays or days which those who have broader concepshortened for one or the other ephe- tion of citizenship, begin to give more
meral reason. It believes that soon and more allegiance. Congressmen are
there will be school gardens and a not sent to Washington so much for
school building for the fourth ward, the purpose of getting things for their
that there will be the strictest sani- particular home town as they are to
make laws for the entire nation. Whattary arrangements and enforcement of ever
makes
States greater
and
health laws, and that the and more the United will
sanitary
in the end
prosperous,
good work which the public schools
have already begun will be not only affect each man, each place more vitaland more beneficially than does the
continued, but extended and improved. ly
selfish securing of benefits not needed
or not deserved. Of course, it is but
THE DEMING WAY SHOULD BE
equity, that no portion of the United
THE SANTA FE WAY.
States and of the state is neglected
Roy Bedichek, the Deming booster, in at the expense of another; that when
a history of the latter day develop- the good things are dished out that
ment of the Windmill City, gives due equal opportunity is given to every
credit to the liberal spirit of the New place to share in the benefits. It is
Mexico press that is always working a task of Senators, Congressmen and
for the welfare of the state. He says: legislators, in addition to their wider
"Their generosity in printing our duties to see to it that the place they
boosting stories was a great factor in especially represent, is not neglected,
the success of our advertising cam- i not unfairly treated.
It is in the nature of things, howevpaign. The
Albuquerque
Morning
Journal, The El Paso Herald and er, that those statesmen who work
Times, the Santa Fe New Mexican all most assiduously for the common good
gave generous space to news stories generallytoalso succeed in receiving the
which their community is
and writeups from Deming, and from benefits
who give all time
these papers, other papers copied our entitled, while those
effort only to "getting things"
and
so
that it was only a short
matter,
for themselves, their friends
time before the southwest generally selfishly
and their community, receive the
realized that there was something doleast in the final summing up. The
ing in Deming.
hog may be an appropriate emblem
"As an illustration of the confid- for American
greed but no one goes
ence of Deming in the value of intel- out of his way to pay him any special
ligent publicity, a special hind of $3000 honors.
was subscribed here in five hours for
the purpose of putting on a year's ad- THE NEWSPAPER AS A COMMUNITY ADVERTISER.
vertising campaign.
"When you get back to town, you
The New Mexico Bureau of Immi-- '
will be no longer surprised that J. A. gration has from time to time been
Mahoney spent $00,000 in building the mailing the Weekly Bulletin which
handsomest store and office building contains each week a list of inquiries
in New Mexico on the comer of Gold from people who have indicated their
avenue and Spruce street. You will interest in the New State and express-- .
bfi no longer surprised that $250,000 ed a desire to learn more of opportu-- '
was spent in substantial buildings in nities and of the different districts
the year of our Lord 1911. You will and communities. The Bureau has
find the explanation for the fact that had advices from several of these
one of the greatest electrical compa- newspapers stating that they were
nies in the world proposes spending mailing their publication to every
$500,000 in the erection of a power name listed in the Bulletin and wished
plant to supply farmers, with electri- to do so each week. cal power for pumping water for irriThe Farmington Commercial Club
gation. You will commence to see and the Deming Chamber of Comsome reason In the complete recon- - merce have made arrangements with
CLUB.
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RED LIGHT BILL PASSES SENATE.

fur-

nished by the Bureau of Immigration
upon the mailing list of their local
newspapers for a period of one month
or more, owing to the interest shown.
As a rule the newspapers of a town
speak for that town. The man interested in a certain town or community
will in the majority of cases ask for a
newspaper from that town or comThat newspaper gives him
munity.
an idea of what the town and district
really is. It acquaints him with conditions and should he decide to make a
visit, he does not arrive a total stranger. He has a feeling that he knows
the live wires in that town and that
he can go to the office of the newspaper which was sent him free of charge,
feel at home, and be started on the
right course. He will also be received
with a boosting spirit, for the man
who runs a newspaper can be nothing
but a booster.
The competition throughout
the
West for homeseekers and investers
is very keen and if New Mexico expects to receive her share of immigration it will be necessary for the
state and every district therein to
make a strong pull together. That every commercial and boosting organization should
with
the
newspapers in their efforts is a fact
which requires no argument. A few
dollars raised by each district, each
month to defray exjjenses of furnishing newspapers to every inquirer interested in New Mexico will get results for that particular district and
for the Sunshine State of New Mexico.
The newspapers are always willing to
meet any boosting plan half way or
more than half way and the district
desiring to go ahead should lose no
time in inaugurating the plan outlined
above.

(Continued

toto faee One.)

I want you to know what the papers
are saying about you and enclose a
few clippings the first from the Albuquerque Journal under date of the
11th instant. You are sir, the laughing stock of the state.

Yours with pity,
Llewellyn denied being author of
the amendment and wished to have
the record set straight.
Hilton with unanimous consent introduced House Resolution No. 15, in
memory of the late W. E. Martin,
The resolution was adopted
unanimously.
Petitions were read in favor of the
full crews bill and asking for an adjudication of. the boundary between
San Miguel and Mora.
The Ways and Means Committee reported favorably Senate Substitute for
Senate Bill No. 43, House Bill No.
177, House Bill No. 168 and House
Bill No. 100, the last named with
amendments.
The Judiciary Committee reported
a substitute for the House Substitute
for House Bill No. 58, the probate
court act.
The Committee on State Affairs reported House Bills Nos. 155, 104, 151,
and 159 and that House Bill No. 83,
be laid on the Speaker's table until
next January. It reported a substitute for House Bill No; 61.
The Committee on Education asked
that House Bills Nos. 12 and 144 be
not passed and that No. 188 be passed
with amendments.
The Committee on Public Property
reported favorably House Substitute
for House Bill No. 38, and House
Joint Resolution No. 4 the latter with
amendments.
The Committee on Judiciary reported House Bill No 189, favorably, a substitute for House Bill No. 81, and that
House Bill No. 150 be not passed, being a duplicate of Senate Bill No. 72,
and that Senate Bill No. 2 be passed.
Reports from the special committee
on penitentiary, were presented, one
saying that the; time for examining
the institution was too short for a
thorough examination, but recommending many improvements obviously needed and attaching a statement
of Warden McManus.
The following bills were introduced:
House Bill No. 197, an Act to create
a State Board of Health, to establish
a laboratory at Albuquerque; to fix
salaries and compensation, etc. The
bill was introduced by Burg and provides a board of five medical practitioners, whose secretary shall 'receive
$2,000 a year; chief chemist $1,200 a
year; stenographer $1,200 a year;
chief inspector $1,000; deputy inspector $800; traveling expenses $1,500;
Each
laboratory expenses $2,000.
county Is to have a health officer elected for a term of four years. The bill

AFTER THE OTHER FELLOW'S
JOB.
The twenty-siDemocratic county
conventions held the past few weeks,
have demonstrated that being a Democrat or a Republican or an insurgent, does not change human nature.
Men fight for honors that are desirable, and they fight fair or foul and
hard, they denounce those who have
the places and laud those who will
help in ousting the incumbents. The
insurgent Republicans have traduced
old and tried Republican leaders in
New Mexico, who have stood the brunt
of many a battle, who have given
time, money and talent for the good
of the cause and triumph of Republican principles.
The Democratic incounties
surgents in these twenty-siare doing the same, and if anything,
have been fighting and quarreling
with just a little bit more of abandon
and viciousness, the Democratic convention at Albuquerque on Saturday
being a small-sizeriot, because the
new blood wanted to throw out bodily
what they pleased to call the Demo- appropriates $10,000.
cratic "gang," the Democratic bosses
House Bill No. 198, by Llewellyn, an
who must be deposed before Democ- Act for the protection of game and
racy can come into its own, accord- fish.
House Bill No. 199, by Llewellyn, nn
ing to their violent denunciations,
which remind one very much of the Act to provide for the appointment of
language that the Albuquerque Jour- a state veterinarian. T':e salary is 10
nal has used in speaking of the Re- be $1800 a year and 10 cents a mile for
publican leaders.
mileage.
It's all a matter of being "in" or House Bill No. 200, by Speaker Baca,
"out," and not of principle, or justice, an Act to classify the counties of New
or right. The man who leaves the Re- Mexico for
purposes of fixing the salpublican party, thinking, he thus gets aries of county officers. There, art- to
factional be four
rid of personal squabbles,
classes, above $3,r.00.000 aswrangling, of "bosses," "gangs,' and sessment; above $2,2:i0,000; ' above
perpetual office holders, is simply $1,500,000 and less than $1,500,0. 0.
jumping from the frying pan into the The bill carries a
complete schedule of
fire. It is only the angels in heaven
from
$350 for county
salaries
ranging
who have no envy, no malice, and who
to
will not make life miserable for a col- surveyors in first class counties
$5,000 for the sheriff in those counties.
league, in the eagerness to get a hold
House Bill No. 201, by Speaker Baca,
of the colleague's job.
Cooney and Hilton, tJ appropriate
$5,000 for the construction of a drainRalph Collins, authority on Indian
age canal near San Acicio, Socorro
and
of
Santa
the
the
blazing
history,
county.
Fe Trail, suggests to the Rocky Ford
The Calendar.
Enterprise that there be a centennial
House Bill No. 126, introduced by
celebration this year, as he claims Roman L.
Baca, April 23rd, An Act to
that 100 years ago the first stock of amend Section
2328 of Title XXVI,
goods was taken over the trail. In 1812
1 of the Compiled Laws
of
Chapter
Captain BecUWell took the first stock 1897, etc.; referred to Committee on
of goods from the Missouri River
Judiciary. April 30th, reported with
through to Santa Fe and thus started recommendation that it be returned
the trade with New Mexico. He used to introducer for correction. May 1,
pack mules for bis transportation, and reported by Judiciary Committee with
followed the Arkansas River clear in- recommendation that it be passed.
to the mountains and crossed over inHouse Substitute for House Bill No.
to the Rio Grande Valley, reaching 58, original introduced by J. T. Evans,
Santa Fe via Taos. Because of abun- April 9th, An Act to define additional
dance of water and wood, this was the jurisdiction, powers and duties of the
route usually traveled by the pack probate courts of the State of New
freighters of the early train, and Mexico, etc.; referred to Committee on
many of those who tried to cut across Judiciary. May 7th, reported with
from Fort Dodge to Las Vegas per- recommendation that substitute be
May 8th,
ished of thirst and hunger. The first passed in lieu of original.
trappers and traders used it with their substitute ordered reprinted without
male pack trains, 100 years ago. Cap- pr1udiee and aeain placed upon the
tain Pike got lost whenever he left calendar when printed.
House Bill No. 161, introduced by
the old train and got Into jail when he
the
end
to
of
The
first
the
It
got
wagon An Judiciary Committee April 30th,
Act
acts of sexual perfreighters came over the Santa Fe version; prohibiting
laid on Speaker's table for
Train; the overland mail coaches used further consideration
when printed.
it continuously; the United States
House Bill No. 152, introduced by
used
it
in subduing the savages;
army
Committee, April 30th, An
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Judiciary
Act to define and punish the crime of
Railway used it; the automobile tour- embezzlement by executors, adminisists are using it now and must use it trators and
guardians; laid on Speakin the future, and soon the flying ma- er's table for
further consideration
chines win be following its course.
when printed.
House Bill No. 119, Introduced
by
New Mexican Waat ad
always Mr. Llewellyn, April 22nd, An Act rebrings results
quiring the Supreme .Court of the State
x

x

d
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to decide appeals of the substantial
rights of the parties to the record,
etc.; referred to Committee on Ways
and Means. April 23, reported with
recommendation that it be passed.
April 24th ordered placed on calendar
when printed.

April 29th, recommit-

ted to Committee on Judiciary. May
9th, reported with recommendation
that it be passed.

House Bill No. 18, introduced by Mr.
Burg, March 22nd. An Act to prescribe and regulate practice and procedure in civil causes in courts of
record; referred to Committee on Judiciary. May 9th, reported with recommendation that it be passed with
amendments.
House Bill No. 72, introduced
by
Mr. Catron, April 11th, An Act to
prescribe and regulate practice and
procedure in criminal causes in courts
of record; referred to Committee on
Judiciary, May 9th, reported with recommendation that it be passed with
amendments.
House Eill No. 164, introduced
by
Mr. Llewellyn, (by request) May 1st,
An Act relating to district attorneys,
prescribing their duties and qualifications, etc.; referred to Committee on
Judiciary. May 9th, reported with
recommendation that it be passed.
House Substitute for House Bill No.
67, original introduced by Mr. Camp
bell, April 10th, An Act amending Section 26, Chapter 63 of the Laws of
1909; referred to Committee on Judiciary. May 9th, reported with recommendation that substitute be passed in
lieu of original.
House Substitute for House Bill No.
70, original introduced
by Manuel
Cordova, April 10th, An Act relating to
the title of real estate; referred to
Committee on Judiciary. May 9th, reported with recommendation that substitute be passed in lieu of original.
House Substitute for House Bill No.
1. original introduced
by W. H. Chris-man- ,
March 15th, An Act to provide
funds to enable the county of San
Juan to construct bridges, etc.; referred to Committee on Finance.
May
9th. reported
with rprnmttipnftatinn
that substitute be passed in lieu of
original.
House Bill No. 87, introduced by Mr.
Gurule, April 16th, An Act to amend
Section 2361 of the Compiled Laws of
1897; referred to Committee on Judiciary. April 30th, recommitted to
Committee on Ways and Means. May
9th, reported with recommendation
that it be passed with amendments.
House Bill No. 137, introduced
Young, April 24th, An Act to
amend Section 1, Chapter 99, of the
Session Laws of 1903, etc.; referred to
Committee on Ways and Means. May
9th, reported with recommendation
that it be passed with amendments.
House Bill No. 147, introduced
by
Mr. Burg, April 29th, An Act authorizto have
ing county commissioners
lands within the county surveyed for
the better return of taxable property.
etc.; referred to Committee on Ways
and Means. May 9th. reported with
recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 166, introduces by
Mr. Skidmore, May 7th, An Act providing that railroad employes
may
vote elsewhere than in the precinct in
which they are registered and qualified voters necessarily absent from
such precinct, etc.; referred to Committee on Railroads. May 9th, reported with recommendation that it be
passed.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
No. 43, introduced by Finance Committee, an Act appropriating funds for
payment of salaries of members end
employes of state corporation commis
sion, etc. May 1st, received
from
Senate and referred to Committee on
Ways and Means. May 10th, reported
with recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 177 introduced by
Mr. Llewellyn and Mr. Moreno, Ma7 7,
an Act to amend Section 10 of Chapter
96 of the 38th Legislative Assembly.
etc.; referred to Committee on Ways
and Means. May 10th, reported with
recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 100, introduced by
Mr. Roman L. Baca, April 18th, an Act
making additional appropriations for
the Sixty-ThirFiscal Year Ending
November 30, 1912, etc.; referred to
Committee on Ways and Means. May
11th, reported with recommendation
tha' it be passed with amendments.
by-M-

d
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FOR
PRESIDENT.

race

One.

of the State Republican Central Committee C. W. Bifrdick, of Cheyenne,
let the gavel fall at 10.15 o'clock, and
announced the convention was in order. No invocation was had.
Eulogized President Taft.
B. B. Brooks, of Nation
county, was chosen as temporary
chairman; Ralph W. Smith, Vinta
county, as temporary secretary;
Brooks spoke reminescently
of the progress of the country under
Republican rule, and in terms of eulogy endorsed the administration of

President Taft.
At the conclusion

of the
address, committees on credentials, rules, order of business and permanent organization and a resolutions
committee were appointed, one delegate from each county composing the
membership of the committees. At
LI o'clock a recess until 2 o'elock was
'
taken.
George E. Pexton, of Uinta county,
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money-transmitti-

R.

J.

PALEN,
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J.

President.

'

HUGHES,

4

B. READ.

1.

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

McKANE,

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

J

How About That Fire Insurance?

:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ? !

;

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY;
GENERAL AGENTS.

SANTA

THE PALACE

FE, N.

M.

TELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

10

Under the Same Managemen

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

j

THE RELIANCE

LIFE, INSURANCE COMPANY

OF PITTSBURG,

PA.

Writes the Most Liberal Forms ol Insurance for

MEN, YOUNG MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
i
i

rm

ti

Let us explain to ydu' The Famous
GENERAL

AGENTS

;

"Self-Sustaini-

Policy."

ng

HALL & HALL

SANTA FE.N.M.

THE DENVER TIMES
IT'S INDEPENDENT

IT PRINTS ALL THE NEWS FAIRLY
There are reasons why you should take THE
DENVER TIMES.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
In the first place there is published every
week In its Sunday Issue a fiction supplement.
In this supplement are appearing the greatest
INCLUDING SUNDAY
novels of the day, each novel complete In tw
Daily, per week ... ....$ .10
issues. The works of Arnold Bennett. Joteph
45
I er month
Daily,
Anna
Conrad.
Katherijie (?rf en.GouTcrneur Mor2.60
Daily, six n.onths
ris, Lloyd Osborne and others Just s famous
one
6 20
Daily,
year
are among those being printed. It means a library
of flection for you.
WITHOUT SUNDAY
Each week in The Denver Times there Is an
$ .30
Daily, per month
Art Supplement all ready for framing. The subthree months .. .85
Diiily,
jects are modern and the pictures are photo1.65
six
months
Dally,
gravures, for which you pay $100 in art stores.
8.25
Daily, one year
They are primed on line book paper and are all
ready for framing when you get them.
SUNDAY ONLY
Then remember Tne Denver Times is a builder
By mall, cash' in ad..
every day in the year
one year
$ 2.00
vance,
It publishes
progressive
By carrier, one year.. 2.5g
matter covering the resources and opportunities
of the entire Kocky Mountain region.
It prints the news on the day it occurs and it gives to you free from partisanship, complete and accurate. It is the only paper in Denver that carries the
of the two greatest press associations Tb United and the Associated Press. report
1
.

high-clas-

ONI Y

Oc A

WFFK

including

the

BIQ SUNDAY EDITION

JUST FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL
Until further ord ers send me

THE DAILY

and

SUNDAY

TIMES

I

Name

Address

11

will be
national committee- man.
Only One Woman Delegate.
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 13. The Democratic state convention of Wyoming
was convened at 10.35 o'clock. s Eighty
eight delegates or alternates were in
attendance. Although "Wyoming was
the first state to institute equal' suffrage, only one woman delegate, Mrs.
Anna B. Miller, of Albany county, was
i.i attendence. Mrs. Harriet Hood, of
Fremont county, also was. chosen as
a delegate, but was not in attendance.
"Tfter an invocation by the Rev. F.
L Moore, of Cheyenne, the call was
read by secretary of the Democratic
State Central Committee, S. G. Hopkins.
State Chairman John E. Osborne, of
Carbon county, who also Is a national
committeeman, announced that a caucus held prior to the convening of the
convention, chose' W. L. Simpson of
Park county, as temporary chairman,
and asked for further nominations.
None were offered and Mr.' Simpson
was escorted to the platfornv (,After
'
au address by the temporary chairman, Fred L. Thompson ofTremont,

J

Pope Motor
Cycle
norse rower
4

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

A Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble

left at the factory.

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS.,

Agts., Santa Fe.

known that there was a split in the
Democratic committee on resolutions.
A
of five was appointed
ta draft the resolutions to be presented to the convention.
The
is said to be composed of Clark
adherents, end the delegates who favor Governor Wilson say they will opIt also was
pose the resolutions.
stated that John E. Osborne, of Carbon county, would be
na.
tional committeeman.
Not as Harmonious as Supposed.
was chosen temporary secretary.
When the Democratic convention refol
the convened Ut 2:30 p. m., the committee
Following the inauguration,
temporary organization, committees on resolutions was not ready to report.
on'credentials, organization and order It .was believed a hot contest was on
o! business, and on resolutions were between Clark and Wilson adherents.
appointed, one delegate from each A committee was appointed to ascer-tai- n
county to be a member of ech com'
when the resolution committee
mittee. Pending the action ,of the would be ready.
committees, the convention1 took a recess until 2 o'clock. ,
. .
...New Mexican waat aas always
.

.

During the noon recess

it

became firings results.

(
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MAY

MONDAY,

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST GO.

Boss a General Banting

The
Quotations.
Sad will be the day for any man
when he becomes absolutely contented
with the life he is living, with the
thoughts he is thinking and the deeds
he is doing when there is not forever beating at the doors of his soul
some great desire to do something larger which he knows he was meant
and made to do because he is a child
of God. Phillips Brooks.
's

Business

.

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

State Senator

1856.

w

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000 00

s
T. J. Mabry is at
to attend the Democratic: state
convention.
H. J. Egan, the. insurance man, returned to his home in Trinidad last
evening.
A. F. Fletcher, of the reclamation
service, departed for Denver yesterday afternoon.
E. F. Gallegos, stockman of Galle-gos- ,
is a visitor in Santa Fe and a
guest ot the Palace.
F. H. Lester, former mayor of Albuquerque is a visitor in the city and
a guest at the Palace.
Karl Greene of the Democratic head-quarters has gone to Clovis for the
Democratic convention.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
who went to Albuquerque last Friday
will return to Santa Fe tonight.
P. A. Speckman, former editor, arrived in the city from his home in
last evening and is at the Coronado.
N. F. Gallegos, postmaster and editor of El Fenix, is in the city from his
home in Clayton. He is at the Pal
ace.
J. B. Romero, of the Democratic
county central committee, is a visitor
in the city from Taos. He is at the
Coronado.
O. L. Owen, state corporation commissioner, left the city last evening
for the Democratic state convention
at Clovis.
Thomas Doran departed last evening for Clovis where he will attend
the sessions of the Democratic state
convention.
J. S. Hartman and F. Y. Hearp, of
Aztec were in the city Saturday
for the Democratic state convention at Clovis.
A. R. Cheever, of the general land
office at Phoenix, Arizona, a former
resident of the Ancient City, is a guest
a' the Palace.
Judge M. R. Baker left for Santa Fe
Saturday in the interest of the Fort
Sumner County Booster's Club Fort
Sumner Review.
Antonio Joseph of the Ojo Caliente
hot springs, was in the city Saturday
en route for Clovis and the Democratic
state convention.
B. Ruppe, member of the board of
pharmacy, arrived in the city from his
home in Albuquerque last evening and
is at the Montezuma.
Abran Garcia, assessor of Tnion
county, arrived in the city from his

1903

Incorporated
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M.

C!o-vi-

Aldo I?opo!d, assistant forest superE carry the most
visor, is in the city from his headcounin
Taos
Tics
Piedras,
quarters
complete stock in
ty. He is a guest at the Montezuma.
A. H. Hudspeth
of White Oaks, FASHIONABLE MILLINchairman of the Democratic state cenCome and see our
tral committee, left Santa Fe for ERY.
Clovis and the state convention, yeslarge dispJay of trimmed
terday.
O. F. Teichner, of the Mountain
hats, patterns, shapes, etc
States Telephone and Telegraph Company, arrived in the city from his
home in El P:;so Saturday and is at MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
the Palace.
E. G. Murphey, president of the
125 Palace Ave.
state board of pharmacy, arrived in
Santa Fe from his home in East I.a;
Vegas yesterday and registered at the egotist and a flatterer and dema-

Bargain Counter
Specials.
F you wear shoes and think you will need
anything in that line it will pay you to
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to com
pletely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have a nice selection of children's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
These we are offering to-dat much below
our first cost. No old, shelf-handlgoods to
te
styles-up-to-dashow you, but new
goods that
are dependable. Some splendid numbers women's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf

Montezuma.
gogue."
R. E. Twitchell, solicitor for the A.
Just Boils Over.
T. and S. F. It. R. and good roads
Cambridge, Ohio, May :!. Mr. Taft
booster, arrived in the city from his suggested that there would be "but lit- onu I)e hope for the future of tms namine in
yl6a0 i.isi
is at the Palace.
tion if Mr. Roosevelt were wafted to
J. 13. Fish, of the Mountain States the skies in a chariot, like the prophet
Company, of old and there was no one left to
Telephone and Telegraph
arrived in Santa Fe from his home in do the job Mr. Roosevelt said the
ay
Albuquerque on Saturday and regis- country needs him to do."
tered at the Palace.
The President's speech boiled over
ed
General and Mrs. A. S. Brookes left with attacks and criticisms of Colonel
the city last evening for Albuquerque Roosevelt.
"You'd suppose
there
with their infant child seeking medic- wasn't anybody in the country to do!
al attendance. Dr. Standley G. Small this job, that Mr. Roosevelt
talks
accompanied the party.
about, but himself," said the Presi
Mrs. C. D. Miller of Santa Fe is the dent at one point.
guests of her husband's brother J. O.
"It's I, I, I, All the Time."
Miller, at State College. Mrs. Miller
"It's I, I, 1 all the time with him.
relIMso
will go on to El
later to visit
S2.25, now $1.00
Original Sale Price was
"Suppose you feed that egotism and
atives. Rio Grande Republican.
"
"
"
vanity and put him in office with a
to
$3.00
4.00, now 1.50
Y. E. Nutting of the state board ot sense of
power and a disregard of consesin
.75 and $1.00
1o
is
for
now
Grammar
School
the
the
$
Misses'
city
Shoes, $1.50
pharmacy,
$2.25,
stitutional restrictions it would be dansions of the board beginning today. gerous for this country.
"
"
25
1.15 "
l.75io 2.25,
He arrived in the city from his home
and Flatterer."
"Demagogue
"
"
it: Raton yesterday and registered at
1.00
.50
90
to
Barefoot
1.65,
Sandals,
"1 hold that man a demagogue and
the Montezuma.
a flatterer who comes out and tells
IT.
R n mafldinenf
thf
ninnnppr
All our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices
I hate
X. M. baseball team, was in the city t,! 1,eo''le they linow u a
are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
that !a flatterer. I like a man to tell thei
Saturday with an aggregation
out and I hate to see a
truth
'
picked the plum from Santa Fe. The man straight
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow the cash and pay
to 'honeyfugle' the people by
try
with
home
returned
boys
university
SO per cent., if necessary, for them.
Gnmalhincr lit. .I.n', lip.
You will save money.
thorn
the fruit and well satisfied with their
lieve.
victory.
Lincoln Versus Roosevelt.
"T?H. Gibson, city freight and pass"Do you think that Abraham LinCenthe.
Mexico
New
for
enger agent
coln, to whom Mr. Roosevelt so often
tral railroad, and V. I). Shea, of the refers, to whom he likes to compare
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, left himself, and to whom he bears less
the city this morning for the San resemblance than any one I know in
The Price Maker
Representing the ROYAL TAILORS.
Luis valley. They will be absent the the
of this country, would have
history
entire week.
acted as Mr. Roosevelt has and misMrs. J. W. Chaves and daughter represented me as he has?
went to Roswell yesterday to visit her
"Mr. Roosevelt promises the
parents the next two weeks, when she
free from bosses well, then
will return to Santa. Fe.
FIRE
why wasn't there a millenium during
INSURANCE
FIRE
h. A. Gillett of Santa Fe was an Az- the seven years he was president.
tec visitor this week. Aztec Indez.
Is a Personal Matter Too.
Ralph Easley of Santa Fe came in
"One indictment," he continued, "is
this evening and will remain over Sun- the character of the campaign Mr.
day. Estancia News.
Roosevelt is carrying out. Personally
44
Miss Willie Comer came in this ev- 1 feel that more deeply than any other
ening from Santa Fe. Estancia News. because I think he is to be indicted
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca for making the kind of accusatory and
was summoned to Las Vegas this af- - libelous campaign which required me,
ternoon by the serious illness of his: the President of the United States,
order to save the cause I represent,
nother.
A. F. Morrissett
of Albuquerque, to come out on the platform and go
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
claim adjuster for the Santa Fe, is in about making political speeches in my
a
the Capital on federal court business. behalf and doing something that
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
Hon. M. C. Mechem, judge of the modest man dislikes.''
seventh judicial district, was joined
by Mrs. Mechem who arrived here ALBUQUERQUE SHRINERS LET.
VinrYia in RllPVfirna InQt OVPflinfiT fllld IS from Socorro
last Tuesday. Sierra
LOOSE BULL SNAKES.
County Advocate-stopping at the Palace.
Hon. D. A. Ortega occupies the imH. B. Hening,
secretary of the
(Los Angeles Examiner.)
bureau of immigration, arrived in the portant position of interpreter and
Eight big black bull snakes,
Capital Saturday afternoon and is translator in the house of representa- brought here by the Albuquerque
tives of the state legislature. Mr. Or- Shriners for their famous snake dance,
stopping at the Palace.
S. B. Davis. Jr., United States at- tega's easy command of both Spanish
escaped from the Paxton Hotel, 323
torney, arrived in the city from his and English makes his services in the West Fifth street, today and after
When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
home in Las Vegas last evening and House exceedingly valuable. Socorro
the women guests of the hosa RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
throwing
in a guest at the Palace.
Chieftain.
over
a
chase
a
into
lively
panic
trouble.
telry
C. M. Foraker, United States marHon. M. R. Otero, who went to
roof tops of adjacent buildings
th.
ENAMEL FURNITURE
his
from
in
the Capital
shal, arrived
Hot Springs the other day for
The snakes escaped the charge of
home in Albuquerque last evening and his
health, will return to the city this A. M. Fitz of Ballut Abyad temple, srnd
registered at the Palace.
morning from the south. His son, during the absence of the Shrine del- When you want furniture of any kind come to the
H. F. Robinson, superintendent of John
Otero, who had gone to the eeation scattered through the hall- is
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF
in
the city
irrigation for the Indians,
to see his father, is returning way8 and bedrooms of the hotel.
from his headquarters in Albuquerque springs
out
with the latter and reports are
Soon the screams of women brought
and is a guest at the Montezuma.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
AND
that the senior Otero is dangerously the fezzed ores to a realization th.it
Dr. and Mrs. Alger and W. S. Pick-ard- , ill.
Albuquerque Journal.
was lose in their quarters.
something
arrived in Santa Fe in a motor
Hon. J.
Giddings will deliver TV.ey rushed into the hotel and mad'?
car Saturday and returned to their the School Wight
of Mines commencement
UNDERTAKING
their rooms in time to see eight of
homes in Albuquerque yesterday.
Mr.
next
a score or tneir snaKes ciamDennj;
V. D. Newcomb,
district address was Tlrirsday evening.
deputy
Giddings
formerly lieutenant gov- out. ot windows end snuirrrlng o'er
clerk, left the city last evening with ernor of the state of
Michigan. He t'.;e n of tops of nearby huillingi.
for
enroute
W.
Martin
of
E.
the body
had
of
has
many
experience as
years
made.
be
Led by J. E. Sheridan and A. M. Fitz,
Socorro where burial will
so that something
A. B. McMillen, attorney and former a public speaker,
New Mexico shriners
dodged
the
much out of the ordinary as a com- - about
president of the New Mexico Bar As- chimneys on the roefs after the
ex
be
scciation, arrived in the Capital yes-- ! mencement address may safely
snakes. With great difficulty they
pected from him. Mr. Giddings should were at last captured.
terday evening and is at the Palace.
have a large audience. Socorro Chief
doz.
The proprietor of '.he hotel war.ted
75c
Many Fine Varieties 50c
tain.
to know why he was hsusing snakes
Charles J. Cooney, son of Captain with Shriners. Fitz, it developed, hfl'l
Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan-rLI
and Mrs. M. Cooney of .this city, gave smuggled the reptiles int) the buildand other hardy perennials.
themums,
GO. his Socorro friends something of a
H.
ing and kept them secetel in hi?
un
on
Wednesday by taking
surprise
C.
room in a box which he passed off as
to himself a wife in the person of Miss
champagne.
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
204.
Black
Phone.
Naomi Payne of Rosedale. The wedWnen the snakes escaped the womot
home
was
at
celebrated
the
for
ding
en j uests, among them Miss Margaret
the bride in the presence of a few ret Mayo,
climbed on beds,
a
wedatives and friends. The newly
bureaus and chairs and shouted lustily
USE
ded pair enter upon th' ir matrimoni- for
help. Some of ;he women were
al career with the hearty good wishes near to
fainting when the Shriners arof a large circle of Socorro county rived.
friends. They will make their home
"I should never have let the snaks
on the Cooney ranch at the head of the
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
out of the box," said Fit.. "They
in
Socorro
Mateos.
Rosa
the
Saji
Big
YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE
looked so lifeless that I believed they
ARE OVER.
Chieftain.
wculd die before we used them in the
of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
$
snake dance if I did not give them k The Best
Flour quality varies acROOSEVELT NOT A BOSS KILLER.
Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco- Every Description.
si.rlight and fresh air, so I ranged 5
cording to wheat quality.
Clocks, Etc.
rated
Watches,
China,
room
and
left
without
about
the
them
Poor wheat mean? poor
(Continued from page one.)
A
maid
window.
San Franciso?
thinking to close the
flour, poor flour means
the door and let
Reliable Jeweler
Street
1
his must have opened
poor bread. The gluten
would despair of th republic,"
them out into the hallwa.'."
in hard wheat is the elehearers applauded again.
ment that makes the
Question of Ethics Evolved.
The President then turned to his
bread raise. Hard wheat
old line of criticism of Mr. Roosevelt.
is rich in gluten that's
Referring to the Colonel's continued
why it's hard. The more
"misstatement" of his Toledo speech
conwheat
the
gluten
about government of the people, Mr,
tains the less flour you
Taft shouted "do you believe that is
Doilies, Center Pieces,
have to use that's why
the way for one President to treat
PHONE 85 MAIN.
1

STRICTLY NEW

STRICTLY FASHIONABLE

STRICTLY RIGHT IN EVERY RESPECT

For One Week Only

for 98 cts.

$1.50 and $2.00
ft- ---

Values

Take Care of Your Complexion by Carrying a NOBBY SILK
PARASOL.
We have the kind you will be pleased to carry.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY,
v

P.

O. Box, 219.

Phone 36.

:

,

;

Glorieta Battle Field
160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH

FOR SALE

in center of Old Glorieta Battle
Field! About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

INSURANCE,

REAL

BONDS,

'

Phone, Red 189.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.

t

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

INSURANCE

Insuring Today Avoids Re
gretting Tomorrow."

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

.

DO IT RIGHT!

!

i

Fay-woo- d

FURNITURE

THE

I

COMPANY.

130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

When Your GlassesBreak
SEND THEM TO

and

HUE

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
'

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Narcissus, Daffodils

Tulips

per

Pnsy

8

nl

JAMES

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

McCONVERY,

hair-dresse-

Lenses ground. either to match broker ones
or to OccuHsts Prescription.

WORK RETURNED' BY FIRST MAIL.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
a
rJnJ 4 i Just
I

:

I

i

),

II

U

II

m

I

M

Received,

li

New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to ,
Call and

Inspect Them.

B. TONN1ES.

204 W. Palace Ave.

IIFWELRY

Boss Patent Flour

f.

Stamped Linens,

the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real econ-

another?"

"No, No," came the answer from the
audience.
Roosevelt Hardly a "Boss Killer."
Referring to Mr. Roosevelt's accusadigestive organs. :: ::
tion of a Taft alliance with the politic
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, al bosses, Mr. Taft said: "He seys
that I am the creator of bosses and
that everybody who is for me is a
Grapes, Oranges,
boss and they are all against him.
Well, I deny that.
"Mr. Roosevelt says he represents
true government of the people against
VEGETABLES
DAILY. the bosses. How many bosses did he
FRESH
kill in the seven years of his admin-

omy, better results and
better treatment of your

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Coronado Restaurant

istration?"

HUE

ti. S.
8 GO,
Regular Meals 25c
FnraUhed room ia connection.' Dot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
Where Prices are Lowest
2Sa Francisco Street "
G. LITE HERRERA, Prop
for Safe Quality.
,:31,;y;

Short Orders run Day & Night.

.

Y

UiS

,

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Si AM?RTAIL WOOti

Towels, Dresses,

Scarfs and Sets.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

MISS A. MUGLER,
Southeast of Plaza.

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

S.C. Buff; Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

$1.50

Harsh Words Those.
Cambridge, Ohio, May 13. In one
ol the most bitter speeches he has
made since he began his active cam- CHAS.
'
noniiMitton,- President
pB,gn tor a
'
Tuft held FnonoVf.lt (in to naicuie, '
204.
Red
PllOfie
an
him
i'intens
and
calling
dangerous
-

C

13

Eggs I

h. WHEEL0N,
315

I

Palace Ave.

I
at

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

and Saddle Horses-

For Hire at Popular Prices-Bug- gies
:::

CORRICK'S HACK LINE!
Phone

THEODORE C0RR1CK,

Black 132.

-

Prop'r

j?
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Or the woman who experiences hot Gashes nothing is so good to soothe, quiet
and calm the nervous system as a p'ure glyceric extract of native medical plants,
aod made without alcohol, which has been sold by druggists for the past forty
In
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
younger years some women suffer from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria,
headache, bearing down feelings and pain. All these symptoms of irregularity
nnd female disturbance are relieved by the use of this famous "Prescription"
of Doctor Pierce.
As a powerful, invigorating tonio " Favorite Prescription
imparts strength
to the whole system, and in particular to the organs distinctly feminine.
worn-out,
debilitated
For
teachers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses, "
feeble
and
women
generally,
nursing mothers,
it is an excellent appetizing cordial and restorative tonie.
writes Mrs. Lydia McDo"My disease vas called retroversion,"
" 1 had nervoua chills and
numb spells
nald, of Mecoata, Mich., Route 1.

Compaq

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES

For The Nervous Woman,
"
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Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Induce mild natural bowel movement.

Mbs. McDonald.

8 02
7 45

s,

and they would leave me very weak. Then I had inflammation and the
doctor said I had a floating kidney. I doctored seven months with our
Then I
family physician. He said I would have to have an operation.
three bottles of Dr. Pierce's
stopped taking his medicine. After taking
medicines 1 have not had any nervous chills or weak epetls. I am better
than for years.
" My daughter ia now taking the Prescription and Dr. Pierce , s
Golden Medical Discovery, also the Pellets ' for nervousness and weak,
tired feeling. These remedies have helped her ever bo much in a short
time. We have great faith in your medicines for female troubles."
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oi three be appointed to draft resolutions of sympathy and condolence,
3 48
88
whereupon the following committee
4 Oi
94
Resolutions of Respect to Memory of was appointed after Mr. Cordova sugp ra
Late William E. Martin
gested that the speaker be one of the
members of said committee: Mr. RoAdopted.
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
mero, Mr. Salazar and Mr. Read. And
5 Stage for Van Houten,
N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
The third House met with Speaker the said committee presented the folStage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- Romero in the chair at 8:15 p. m. Fri- lowing resolution:
"Third House Resolution No. 12.
gage carried free.
day. The Committee on Credentials
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; ar- appointed Tuesday reported that it had
WHEREAS, it has pleased Almighty
God to take from our midst, our friend
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
received applications from eight
30

3 30

8 ts

SB

a m

THIRD HOUSE HELD
MEETING FRIDAY.

5 00
4 52
42
4 25

n

(1) Daily.
(2) Daily except Sundays.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.

and fellow-citizeHon. William Edward Martin, late of Socorro, New
Mexico; and
WHEREAS, he was, during his entire life, an industrious and distinguished citizen, holding some of the
highest positions of trust and honor
within the gift of the people of New
Mexico, filling them with credit to
himself and to the entire state, and always standing up for what was right
and for the betterment of humanity;
now
)
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE THIRD HOUSE OF THE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, that ,ve
extend our sincere sympathies and
condolences to the bereaved family
and relatives of the lute William E.
Martin, from the untimely death that
separated him from their midst; and
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that
this resolution be given as much pubATTORNEYS AT LAW. licity as possible."
The above resolution
was unanimously 'adopted and ordered printed
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
in as many newspapers as will pubAttorney and Counselor at Law.
lish the same.
Rooms
The motion to adjourn being put
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico the House adjourned until Tuesday evAssistant District Attorney, Fira ening at 7:30 p. m.
Judicial District.
ANDRES A. ROMERO, JR.,
PAXERACIO SENA,
Speaker.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Chief Clerk.

who desired to become regular
F. M. WILLIAMS,
members of the Third House, and recGeneral Passenger Agent. ommended that
they be admitted to
membership as representatives-at-largo: the state of New Mexico.
Upon motion of Mr. Salazar the report was adopted, whereupon the said
gentlemen were sworn as members of
the House. Mr. Read moved to adjourn out of respect of the late William E. Martin, and by request suspended his motion in order to allow
the members to address the House on
the Life and Career of the late Mr.
Martin. Messrs. Cordova, Bateia, Ortega and Trujillo spoke on the life
and accomplishments of the deceased.
Mr. Salazar moved that a committee
e

When Going

EAST

WEST
USE THE

SHORTEST LINE TO

17-1- 8

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
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OR

UNION

Attorneys-at-La-

DEPOT

Practice In tie Distri t Court a
as before the Supreme Court o,

wen
one

termor.

Ltuti

Cruces,

New MeHee.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace Hotel.
F. Terchner, El Paso.
J. B. Fish, Albuquerque.
G Sansbery, Tipton, Ind.
Mr, and Mrs. Ennis,
New York
City.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Alger, Albuquerque.
W. S. Pickard, Albuquerque.
H. B. Hening, Albuquerque.
C. S. Rimfoot, St. Louis.
A. B. McMillen, and family, Albuquerque.
S. B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas.
Bernard Spitz, City.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Mrs. E. B. Bennett, Las Vegas.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
C. M. Foraker, Albuquerque.
A. F. Morrissett, Albuquerque.
A. R. Cheever, Phoenix.
F. H, Lester, Albuquerque.
H. II. Leebler, Dallas.
N. F. Gallegos, Clayton.
E. F. Gallegos, Gallegos.
Abran Garcia, Clayton.
Montezuma.
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
R. F. Gladding, Albuquerque.
Lackey, U. of N. M. Baseball Team.
Calking, U. of N. M. Baseball Team.
Hill, V. of N. M. Baseball Team.
Spitz, IT. of N. M. Baseball Team.
Woolridge, U of N. M. Baseball
Team.
Hamilton, U. of N. M., Baseball
Team.
Armijo, TJ. of N. M. Baseball Team.
Higgins, TJ. of N. M. Baseball Team.
R. F. Hutchinson, U. of N. M.
Baseball Team.
E. N. Rich City.
C. A. Fletcher, Denver.
C. F. Bishop, St. Louis.
Antonio Joseph, and Mrs. Joseph,
Ojo Caliente.
F. Hubbell, Chicago.
R. H. Porter, Chicago.
Aldo Leopold, Tres Piedras.
J. S. Hartman, Aztec.
F. W. Hearp, Aztec.
M. Devine, St. Paul, Kas.
L. S. Ickis, Denver.
Ben Baum, New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Woolly, Los An
geles.
W. D. Newcomb, Socorro.
J. Baca, City.
Harvey Oatman City.
F. M. Hayner, Las Cruces.
H. Hassellbarth. Detroit.
D. S. Dnrrett, St. Louis.
F. C. Taylor, Oklahoma City.
W. E. Nutting, Raton
E. G. Murphy, Las Vegas.
B. Ruppe, Albuquerque.
F. Manzanarcs, and one, City.
Mrs. C. B. Seaman, Moriarty
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
H, F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
Louis Archcerger, Phoenix.
F. W. McNamara, Chicago
Neal Ahem, Cincinnati.
G. Grannis, Albuquerque.
Coronado,
J. Bothwell, City.
J. B. Romero, Taos.
Matias Velarde, Velarde.
P. A. Speckman, Estancia.
J. D. Sena, Jr., Denver.
Alfonso Sena, City.

o

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counaallor a. Law
Practice in all the District count-ar.gives special atintin to cauei
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M

d

New MexLo Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of the

Southwest"
States War De-

Ranked by United
partment ai "Distinguished Institu-Uon.- "
Army officers detailed by Wai
Department
Through Academic course, preparing y cang men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the gaTden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3ull
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or mow during tht
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
ali graduates from standard eastern
Ten

colleges.

buildings,

CHAS. W. G. WARD,
District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
District.
New Mexico
lias Vbgas,

Jl

HARRY D. MOULTON
Atrnrnv.at-La-

tm

t&$

Santa Fe, N.

throughly

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

).

For particulars and Illustrated
addresa:

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Superintendent

H. L. ORTIZ.

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
ft

The following arc-- me time tablet
the local railroads:

Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO

"A. T. & 8. P. Ry."

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. S
legal blanks are prepared according to the Statutes of Xew Mex- westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
ico, new State form, for sale by the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
New Mexican Printing Company.
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.

Ixl VI CONVENTION
CLOVIS, N. M.,
May 14th, 1912.

One and

fare for the
round trip from all points
in New Mexico,
one-thi-

rd

$19.10
From Santa Fe, N. M.
DATES OF SALE:
May 1 1th to 14th,

Return Limit, May 10th,

1912- -

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY."

New Mexico.

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and befori
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan
cia, N. M.

Tell your story to

All

ITQ
mmm state

.

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department

Attorney and counsenor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts )
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
f

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

DEMOCRATIC

M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialt."

Taos,

furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.

Nothtng like having your office up
to date. The Gloue Wiernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your office
hut will pay for themselves in the
time they sve you. Wh" not be up
to date? New Mexican Printing Company.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4

2,000,000

Readers

ADVErt-TISE-

or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your

advertise
leading newspapers' Sun
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De
scriptive circular FREE. '

ment

In 25

THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.

eastbound.

DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Returning arrive at Santa Jte at
Dentist
8:35 p. m.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
tieave Santa Fe at 8:66 p. tji. to con
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
nect with No. 8 astbound and No. 2 Phone Red 6.
westbound.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. do
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
And by Appointment
m.
P.
Passengers frr me Beien cut-of- f
8TANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
and Pecos Valley points should now
Physician and Surgeon.
leave at 3:30 p. in. instead of 7:20
Office and Residence Washingtoi
.
as heretoior-Connection leaves Al- Ave. naxt door to Public Library.
t 7:55 r. ni. Instead ol Office iours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. a
buquerque
2 H
2:20 a. m,
p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
D. A ft. O. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norti
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
New exhso Central Ry.
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
Leave 12:45 p. m.. connects with No
AVE
I east and 1 seuta and west
Arrive 4:15 P. m. with connections
Phone, 220 Red
trom No. 3 east
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

DR.

New Mexican
bring results.

MONDAY,

want ads.

always
:

i

J. M. DIAZ,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to

3 P. M.

?

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
1!
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
of the time and works for the
up
building ct our new State.

13, 1912.

MAY

COLDEST APRIL ON
RECORD IN NEW MEXICO.

and Sunshine About
Normal, and Wind Reached 46
Miles an Hour.

Precipitation

--

over-worke-

'Read Down)

M.

The month of April, 1912, was the
coldest within the period covered by
the records in Xew Mexico averaging
18 degrees colder than the lowest
previous record, that of April, 1900.
Except the last two or three days the
month was cold throughout, the nights
being
especially cold. Somewhat
colder than the general condition of
the month were the days from the 1st
to 3d, 6th to 8th, 13th and 20th to
23d, and, as a rule, the 2d was the
coldest day of the month.
Fairly
warm days occurred after the 23d, but
the 30th was generally the warmest
day of the month.
A general deficiency in temperature
occurred throughout the state, greatest along the foothills of the Sangre
de Cristo range in Mora, San Miguel
and Santa Fe counties, where it exceeded 5 degrees a day; large also in
the middle and lower Rio Grande valley and thence southwest to the Ari
zona border. A deficiency of at least
2 degrees a day occurred, however,
in every part of the state, and the
general average exceeded 4 degrees a
clay. Light to killing frost occurred
with more or less regularity throughout the month, no part of the state escaping, but the vca-- backward season,
owing to continued cold, largely mitigated its effect.
The precipitation of the month average just normal, although a large ex
cess occurred in the lower Rio Grande valley, in central Valencia, Socorro, Luna, western Otero, eastern Taos
and eastern Union counties. The (remainder of the state generally had
a small excess or a slight deficiency,
although a rather large deficiency occurred in southwest Torrance county.
The snowfall of the month was unusually heavy, especially along the western slopes of the Sangre de Cristo and
San Juan ranges. Since the beginning
of October, 1911, the snowfall for the
state has averaged 38.4 inches, which
is a remarkable record. Precipitation
occurred quite generally over the state
on the 5th to 7th. 16th to 18th, 24th
and 27th, 2Sth, while scattered showers occurred on other dates.
The sunshine of the month average about normal. There were 16
clear days, 10 partly cloudy and 4
cloudy days, considering the state as
a whole. At Santa Fe there was 75
per cent of the total possible sunshine,
79
and at Roswell
per cent. The
month was rather a windy one: a
maximum velocity of 36 miles was recorded at the Agricultural! College, 39
miles at Santa Fe and 46 at Roswell.
for the
The prevailing direction
month was from the southwest.

We Ask You
Even

Urge You
To Come See

This
Spring Qotrtes
Display.
Don't assume triis is a orazen appeal for your "trade"
We want
and the profit there might be in your purchase.
but
to
we expect you
give it only
your trade and its profit
when we

earn it.

Much is said and written about clothes and clothes values
today. On every hand you are beset with clothing claims
each maker and store cheerfully asserting they are the one and

there can be tut one genuinely best you know.
It is but hahira! for you to wonder just where fact ceases
and fiction begins. This is why we request you to tee this
new Spring Qothes Display. We want you to judge for your-

only

"best''

We know the

Goldman-Beckmquality and value of these
garments we invite you to examine. We believe you
their worth when you see them.

self.

Will

an

ajpreciate

But be assured that you will
if you only care to Icoh.

J.

not be

urged to buy

come

H. GERDES, Cash Store

tmr

tically normal, and hut 0.02 inch above
April, 1911. The greatest amount recorded was 7.30 inches
at Anchor
mine, and the least none at Rodeo,
while but a trace occurred at
The greatest amount in any 24
hours was 2.00 inches at Anchor mine
.
on the
The average snowfall
for the state was 3.8 inches, and the
average number of days with 0.01 inch
or more precipitation was 5. The disTemperature.
The mean temperature for the state trict averages were as follows: No. 7,
determined from the records of 76 120 inch; No. 8, 0.90 inch; No. 9, 0.49
inch.
CHARLES E. LINN BY,
stations, having a mean altitude of
Section Director.
about 5,000 feet, was 47.3 degrees, or
Red-roc-

5th-6th-

below the normal, and
below April, 1911. The FAVORABLE CROP REPORTS
WEAKEN WHEAT MARKET.
highest local monthly mean was 60.8
degrees at Carlsbad, and the highest
recorded temperature 96 degrees at 'P Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
the same station on the 30th. The
Chicago, III., May 13. Improved
low'est local monthly mean was 32.6 outlook for crops, especially in Kandegrees at Winsors, and the lowest sas, brought about free, offerings torecorded temperature 4 degrees at day in the wheat pit and made the
Chama on the 14th. The greatest lo- market sag. World shipments were
cal monthly range in temperature was generous and Liverpool
reported that
C6 degrees at Artesia, Carlsbad
and the
only sustaining influence was un46
Knowles, and the least
degrees at favorable weather in Russia. OpenSolano, Virsylvia and Winsors, while ing prices were
lower to
the greatest local daily range of
the latter for May. July started
was 59 degrees at Knowles up,
to 113
at 113
varying from
on the 30th. The district averages
off to a shade advance and de7
were as follows:
No.
(Canadian clined to 113
and Northeast)
47.7 degrees; No. 8
Closing prices were weak with July
(Pecos and Rio Grande) 47.6 degrees,
a loss 1
at 112
net.
Xo. 9 (Western) 45.8 degrees.
Although poor prospects of much
Precipitation.
The average precipitation for the planting this week gave corn a little
state, determined from the records of strength at the outset, the market
148 stations, was 0.92 inch, or prac- - soon turned easy with wheat.
July

unchanged to
higher at
to 78, and receded to 77
The close was weak at 76.7-- for
July, a net loss of
In the oats trade no demand of consequence developed until prices underwent a material
July started the same as Saturday night to c
to 54 and slid down to 53
ai 53
Covering by shorts rallied provisions.
Initial transactions ranged
c advance,
from 7
lower to 7
with September delivery 19.25 for
for lard, end
pork; 10.85 to 10.87
10.42 to 10.50 for ribs.
opened
7?

c

4

8

set-bac-

8

c

2

2

4.3 degrees
5.2 degrees

7--

8

1

ML
ELKS'

4

c

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

LOUISVILLE, Ky,
May 15 th June 1st,
Round Trip rate from

SANTA FE. N. M.

$57.35
Dates of Sale May
RETURN

13, 14, 15,

LIMIT JUNE 5th, 1912.

H. S. Lutz, Agent,

SANTA FE.N.M.

III
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FIRST AUTHENTIC VIEWS OP THE

Issued by the American Press Association and the
Moving Pictures Made Under the Direct Supervision of the United States Government.

Mystery of the
3 Great Reels

ASSEMBLY

GENERAL

aisie

3,200 Feet

These Great Features are on
AAIITIAN
vHU I lUN onlyi Monday, May 13, no Raise Tonight
in Price

Admission 10 and 15 Cents

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.

36-i-

n.

All Silk Mesaline, Value

$1.25,

for

Wash Silks, Value 35c, for
"
"
"
"

...

.

40c,

Foundation Silks, Value 35c, for
Lingerie Dresses, Emb'd and Lace Trimmings, Value $4.50, for .
Serge Dresses, Value $13.75, for
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31.

ONE WEEK LONGER

98c.
20c.
25c.
25c.

LOOK FOR THE RED TICKETS
SELLING PRICE IS MARKED ON THEM IN
PLAIN FIGURES AND MEANS A SPECIAL
Goods are sold FOR CASH ONLY.
BARGAIN.

$2.85
8.75

Every thing at and I

ALL OTHER GOODS IN THE ENTIRE STORE REDUCED TO SPECIAL SALE PRICES.

I

Below Cost.

.

UiarC5

HO

llldUC

UUlllIH

lllo

I

OdIC.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.
ATTORNEY GENERAL CLANCY
DEFINES OPEN COURT
Defendants

to Criminal

Informations

Helping a Woman

they should use blows or violence toward each other, and stop there with
the definition of the offense, it might
bo applicable to a prize fight,
but
the added clauses show distinctly that
the legislative intent was to punish
conduct of this kind in a public place
where it would disturb and annoy oth- er persons. The words, "in any pub- lie place, to the disturbance of others,"
indicate essential ingredients of the
offense. It might reasonably be con- tended that a liouse, theater or en- closed arena where a prize fight takes
place, is, within the meaning of the
statute, a public place, but those of
the members of the public who would
bo disturbed by any such exhibition,
are under no obligation to attend, and
those who are wiliingr to witness such
performances, certainly are not persons who would be disturbed thereby.
Such disturbances of others as may
occasioned if the proposed fight
takes place, will not be from the engaging of the two principals in the
fight, bin, as is urged by those who
appose exhibitions of professional pugilists the disturbance, annoyance and
njury will come from the congregation of large numbers of undesirable
characters, whose presence in the
town and whose influence and example will be of a demoralizing and pernicious character. If there were na
statutory definition whatever oi what
constitutes an affray, there would be
more room to contend that the pro-posed fight would be a violation of
law than there is in the presence of
such a statute as the one above quot- ed, but the legislature having given
thi& statutory definition, it must be
held that any other is excluded.
If public sentiment is opposed to
these exhibitions, the remedy must be
supplied by the people through their
representatives in the legislature by
way of distinct and unmistakable statutory prohibition.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.

!CN

means helping an entire family.
Her back aches so she can hardly drag
Sentences.
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
is nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessness unfit her for the care of her family.
May 11, 1912.
Mr. C. W. G. Ward, District Attorney, Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her
body. But, let her take
Las Vegas, N. M.
Dear Sir:
1 have
received your letter of the
9lh inst, in which, you ask for my
construction of the provision of the
and all these ailments
Constitution which permits a defendwill disappear. She will
ant to plead guilty to a felony upon
soon recover her strength
information filed against him, andjps- and healthy activity for
pecially es to what is meant by "open
Foley Kidney Pill, are
court."
and tonic,
I believe that "open court" mefins a healing, curative, strengthening
medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
a
is
court
regtime and place when the
Urinary Diseases that always cures.
ularly organized for the transaction of
For sale by all druggists.
business, and that in the absence of
some statutory enlargement of the NO LAW TO STOP FIGHTS,
meaning of this phrase, it must be
SAYS ATTORNEY GENERAL.
limited to regular sessions of the
court held at a term fixed by law or Interprets Only Statute Bearing on
specially called by the judge in acCase, but Finds No Direct
cordance with statute. It is true that
Application.
we have a statute which declares that
all
be
at
shall
courts
the district
May 11, 1912.
times in session and open at any place Hon. Charles W. G. Ward, District Atin the district where tho judge may
torney, Las Vegas, N. M.
purposes, Dear Sir:
be, for certain specified
interlocuto
which are plainly limited
Your letter of the 9th inst. was retory proceedings, except the rendering ceived yesterday, but I had no time
of final decrees in equity, but this to answer until today. You say that
probably refers only to civil cases. you have been asked by opponents of
This section of the statutes certainly the proposed Johnson-Flynprize
does not include such matters as final fight at Las Vegas, and also by those
cases.
criminal
in
judgments
who favor having that fight, whether
It Is probably within the power of or not there are any laws on the statthe legislature to enlarge the meaning ute books of New Mexico to make
of the words "open court" so as to such a contest illegal, and that you
make it possible for a defendant to have expressed the opinion that at
plead to an information at any time the present time there is no such
when the judge, clerk and district at- statute in New Mexico; and you ask
torney may be present, as the court me to give you my opinion on this
might be then considered a3 organiz- question.
ed for the transaction of business.
I am compelled to say that I believe
Practically, however, there may not you are correct in the opinion which
be much need of this, as it is within you have expressed, and that, as you
the power of the district judges to say, the only statute approaching this
keep terms of court open and continusubject is to be found in section 1404 LOUISIANA FLOOD CONof of the Compiled Laws of 1S97. That
DITIONS GROW WORSE.
ing, for each county, up to the time
the next regular term fixed by law, so section reads as follows:
After Plantation of Riches
that the record would show that the
"If two or more persons, voluntarily Plantation
Cane Land is Covered By
proceedings were in open court under or by agreement, engage in ny fight
Water.
the narrowest definition of the term. or use any blows or violence toward
Yours truly,
each other in an angry or quarrelsome By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
FRANK W. CLANCY,
manner, in any public place, to the dis-- i
New Roads, La., May 13. Circling
Attorney General.
turbance of others, they are guilty of the bluffs of False River, which had
affray, and shall be punished by ira served temporarily to check its pro- Defeated at Baseball The Albu- prisonment in the county jail or a tine
gresSl flood waters from the levee
querque Grays yesterday defeated the not exceeding fifty dollars."
break at Tonas is today spreading
Santa Fe team by a score of 1 2to 1Q
If this section had merely provided rujn over the towns of the thickly
afterOn
Saturday
at Albuquerque.
if persons voluntarily or by agree- - tied country south of here. Planta-men- t
noon, the New Mexico University deshould engage in a fight, or thattion after plantation that dots the
feated the St. Michael's College team.
May Not Be Given Final

Generally

Foley
Kidney Pills

t

j

j

22s

Z

CURES
BLOOD POISON

J
Santa Fe

Fraternal Societies

5v

Camp

No.

meets
firea.nh
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fire,
man's Hall. Visiting
6673,

R. N. A.
TilAcriav rf

MASONI1.
Montezuma
Lorigi
No. 1. . F. & A. M
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
commun
Kegular
Oracle.
cation first Moudu'
of each month a' MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
a
Hall
Masonic
ODD FELLOWS,
7.30.
Santa f e Louge
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
z, i. u. u. r.
E. LJNNETf, Secretary.
jno.
meets
regularly
Santa Fe Chapter N
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
1. R. A. M.
Regula; in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
ecou
convocation
Monday of each bob',
st Masonic Hall a.
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.

When the blood becomes infected with the virus of Contagious Blood
Poison the symptoms are soon manifested. The mouth and throat ulcerate,
come
copper-colore- d
spots appear, a red rash breaks out, the hair begins to of the
out and usually sores and ulcers show themselves on different partsfor
the
S. S. S. should be taken,
body. At the first sign of the disease
on
trouble is too powerful and dangerous to trifle with. If allowed to run
and somethe tendency is to work down and attack the bones and nerves, disease
can
times it makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. The
to duec-tion- s- CHAS.
make no such headway if S. S. S. is commenced and used according
its progress can be stopped, the poison removed, and health,
the insidious virus,
preserved. S. S. S. goes into the blood and removes
cleanses the circulation and makes a complete and permanent cure by
blood, and graddriving out the cause. S. S. S. quickly takesis effect on the
improved, the skin cleared o
ually the symptoms disappear, the healthS. S. S.
has thoroughly purified the
all spots, sores and blemishes, and when
remedy,
circulation no trace of the disease is left. S. S. S., a purely vegetable
puricures Contagious Blood Poison because it is the greatest of all blood
treatment
Home
fiers, tested and proven for more than forty years.
who
write.
book and any medical advice free to all
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary. h.

r
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MARKETREPORT

$6.25

9.75.

Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., May 13 Lead steady
4.071-2- ;
Spelter lower 6.57
Closing Quotations.
New York, May 13. Call money
Silver
2
3; Prime paper 4 to 4
Mexican dollars 4S; Copper
60
15.60 16.00; Tin 46.5047.00; Lead
Sugar
4.104.20; Amalgamated 83
Great Northern
132; Atchison 106
1321-2- ;
New York Central 113
Northern Pacific 128: Reading 1761-8- ;
Union PaSouthern Pacific 1121-4- ;
Steel 69; Steel, pfd.
cific 1711-4- ;

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., May 13. Cattle-Rec- eipts
700 south7,000, including
erns. Market 10c higher. Native
southern steers
steers $7.OO8.80;
$5.25 8.30; southern cows and heifers
$4.25 6.25; native cows and heifers
$4.008.00; stockers and feeders $5.00
7.40; bulls $4.757.00; calves $5.00

1111-4- .

$7.60
pigs $5.50

4

western steers
8.00;
western cows $4.50 6.50.

$6.50

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Kecorder.

banta Fe ixxige o
Perfection
No.
14U
1,
degree. Ancient and A
cepted Scottish Rite o
Free Masonry mee's oi
the third Monday of each montt.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening t
Masonic Hall, south side of Plasa
Visiting Sotish Rite Masons are eor
dlally invited to attend.
S. G. CARTW RIGHT, 32.
Venerable Muter
HENRY S , STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.

a p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge

ers

7.80;
6.75.

lights

$7.30

Ke

Grain and Provisions.
Mantet
Receipts 12,100.
Sheep
Chicago, 111., May 13. Wheat, May
Muttons
$4.25 7.23;
Corn, May SO; July 10c higher.
117; July 112
77-8- ;
Oats, May 56
July 531-8- ; lambs $7.009.60; range wethers and
Lard, May
yearlings $4.50 6.25: range ewes $3.50
Pork, May 19.17
I
5.25; Texas goats $3.00 3.75.
Ribs, 10.35.

house
with
FOR RENT
bath. 502 Galicteo St. Apply St. Vin-

cent's Sanitarium.
BOYS WANTED to sell our Sunday
papers: liberal inducements to hustlers. Write to: Manager Circulation
THE DENVER TIMES, Denver, Colo.
$10.00 a day easily made by hustling
agent. Write at once for full information. Arizona Sales Agency, Phoenix,

Arizona.
SOUTHWESTERN

Realty & EmP. O. Box 73, 210
N.
Mex..
Albuquerque,

ployment Agency,
W.

Silver,
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and
borers at once.

la-

Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n-g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

60, B. P. O. E, holdi

Its regular session oi
Oliver Visible Typewriter
the second and fourtl
of eacl For sale cheap. Perfect condiWednesday
month. Visiting broth tion and does splendid writing.
era are lnvitea ant Could
ship on approval and trial.
welcome.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART

FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Secretary.
7.70;

Rosedale, Kansas.

TYPEWRiTERS.

adjusted ana repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Santa Fe C a m i ar")
rented. Standard makes handled.
13514, M. W. A.
fleets second Tue All repair work and typewrites guar
Ex
aay each month, so anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter

cial meeting tUrt
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit
icg neighbors welcome.
A. Q. WHITTIEE, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Cleaned,

change.

Phone 231.

Are You a Seller?

An advertise-

ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively It will
put the facts of your property before
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. the eyes of all possible buyers.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
yT regular
If you use embossed stationery, you
meeting on the flirt can do no better than
placing your orof
each month at
Thursday
with the New Mexican Printing
der
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
xaaii
will be quoted upon request.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- prices
Our styles and forms are strictly up
come.
to date;
J. A. RAEL, F. M.

When a little human machine (or a
large one) goes wrong, nothing is so
to
important as the selection of food
around
it
again.
bring
"My little baby boy fifteen months
old had pneumonia, then came brain
fever, and no sooner had he got over
these than he began to cut teeth, and
frequently
being so weak, he was
thrown into convulsions," says a Col-

iii
DAVID

GONZALES,

Secretary.
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K W. FARMER
Homester.d

"as.

No.

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

Company.
Brotherhood
of
OFFICK C Q. M. Chronicle Hid, Han FranAmerican Yeom
Cal .April 15. IBIS. Seuled proposals will
Meets First Fri- cisco.
be received here until II it m. May a. 1012. for
coal required ul posts in Western
of
the
month
furnishing
day
1,
fiscal
Division
2379.

wmmmmmwmmm.

5S

at the

Fireman'

during

year commencing July

InforniH lion f urnishtdon application here

and Quartermasters
II. PorMuai or to Host Quartermasters,
hi Seattle. Wush., Portland. Ore, and Honolulu
s
A. E. P. Robinson H. T.. andbirismaybereceivednyPosiQuarter-mastcrand Quartermaster. Honolulu. H. T.,
Cor. tec. Fred F until 11 a.m..
Pacific lime. Muv lf. 1912. See
Aiarifl.
Sec. 3716. K. S. F. Vo.N SCHKADER, C. Q. M.

Hall.

Rooms With Bath

TIE

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

m

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

nerves absolutely insure a healthy

interest.

P. m.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Market
Receipts 7,000.
Hogs
Bulk of sales $7.457.75;
5c lower.
heavy $7.757.S5; packers and butch-

To Bring the Babies Around.

,
body.
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full ef human

PSf

8.60;

BUILDING FOOD.

orado mother.
"I decided a change might help, so
took him to Kansas City for a visit.
When we got there he was so very
weak when he would cry he would
sink away and seemed like he would
die.
"When I reached my sister's home
that we must
Dhe said immediately
feed him Grape-Nut- s
and, although I
had never used the food, we got some
and for a few days just gave him the
and milk. He got
juice of Grape-Nu'- s
3?.ronger so quickly we were soon feeditself and in
ing him the Grape-Nut- s
a wonderfully short time he fattened
right up and became strong and well.
"That showed me something worth
knowing and, when later'on my little
s
girl came, I raised her on Grape-Nutand she is a strong, healthy baby and
has been. You will see from the little
photograph I send you what a strong,
chubby youngster the boy is now, but
he didn't look anything like that before we found this nourishing food.
nourished him back to
Grape-Nut- s
strength when he was so weak he
couldn't keep any other food on his
stomach." Name given by Postum Co.
,
Battle Creek, Mich.
All children can be built to a more
sturdy and healthy condition upon
and cream. The food conGrape-Nut- s
nature demands,
elements
tains the
from which to make the soft gray filling in the nerve centres and brain.
A well fed brain and strong, sturdy

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Mob
j;j day in each Month a
Masonic Hal) at 7:S

$3.-9- 0

1

n

Wool.
Mississippi bottoms, some of them the
St.
Mo.,
cane
May Z. Wool marand
producLouis,
richest
stisnr
largest
es fields on the west bank of the ket steady; territory and western mediums 161 IS; tine mediums' I5(i17;
river, are covered by the water.
fine 10al3.
in
Streets.
Water 14 Feet Deep
Chicago.
fifteen
A report from
Irvinville,
Chicago, 111., May 13. Cattle Remiles north of Port Allen, reached
Market steady to 10c
here today that the water was four- ceipts 11,000.
teen feet deep in that town. One hun- higher. Beeves $5.90(g9.00; Texas
dred and fifty persons are said to be sieers $5.50(f( 7.40; western steers
7.60; stockers and feeders $4.20?i-6.60marooned there. Lieutenant Rogers
cows and heifers
$2.7."4i 7.75;
of the federal relief corps is preparing to send aid to them. Reports calves $5.00'rt7.50.
Market'
from Grosse Tete and Foroche, states
Receipts 45,000.
Hogs
that negroes marooned there are loot- generally 5c lower.
Light $7.30
ing stores and residences. Rail com 7.75; mixed $7.35(&7.S5; heavy $7.35
munication between New Roads and 7.S5; rough $7.35i& 7.53: pigs $5.0U
points south was seriously threatened C.95; bulk of sales $7.60 7.80.
this morning.
Market
Receipts 18,000.
Sheep
Native $4. 60.". 40: western
steady.
$6.00CyS.65;
yearlings
$4.80(37.50;
western
lembs, native $5.90(i7.00;

U. S.

Government Picture of "Raising the Maine" at the Elk's Theatre

..... ...

To-Nigh-

t.

The gigantic work of solving the mystery of the Battleship "Maine," and which necessitated the United States Ocverment raising
Elk's Theatre
the wrecked hull, will be shown in moving pictures, which were made for the U. S. War Department, atto-the
C
A
addition to the "Maine" pictures, view made by the American Press Association will be shown V ailU I
.
.
.
.
.
night also. There will raise In prices, just .

rfc
Olid.

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.
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popular

trysting place?

S

The Home of Quality Groceries

f the

SANTA FE. N. M.

MONDAY,

Because Health Officer M. D. Tay-- I
lor is out of the county, the family;
was not quarantined.
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking
by electricity is cheaper than ccal.
ty.

ojuirSin

OF THE

North Pole
WAS

A GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT

13,

Ma

1912.

Bardshar and Al. Morrison Jr There
was a profusion nf flnrni
en by those who knew "Billy" Martin and loved his admirable qualities,

Iri,

Sparks can prove it. See him."
MEXICAN REBELS WERE ROUTED.
New Editor of Deming Headlight
L. 0. Danse is the new editor of the 38 degrees.
(Continued from page one.)
Do Not Forget that Phone Black 9
The retiring
Headlight at Deming.
editor had the bad taste to advocate is the number that will reach Theo received in
Juarez this afternoon statprohibition in a Democratic paper and dore Corrick at his new location for- ed that the
fight had been resumed totherefore had to retire.
merly the Closson barn, and which
between the rebels' eastern flank
day
will
to
your call the best liak and a
bring
Missionary
Society
Meeting The
large number of federals alMissionary Society of the St. John's line and livery service that the city af- most directly east of
Conejos, from
;
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
Methodist, Episcopal Church will hold fords.
Mvhieh the rebels were repulsed yes
a business and devotional meeting toMissed
Hit
But
Woman
SunBull,
The rebels claim to have the
For Prompt hack, livery and
morrow afternoon at Mrs. Patterson's day at Rodeo, Grant county, A. E. terday.
in the fighting this far.
advantage
service, Phone the Star Barn,
residence on Palace avenue.
Branham accidentally shot and seriMain 139.
Our meat market, because so many
The recollection of QUALITY,
wounded Mrs. Nettie Wells. The
NOTICE.
Fine White Lawn aprons, $.10 each mains
arrange for their meets here!
long after the PRICE has ,been latest reports say Mrs. Wells was restNotice is hereby given to all owners
at the Ten Cent Store, 249 W. San forgotten
at GOEBELS.
ing easily, and hopes are entertained of of dogs that
BYanciseo St.
the dog tax for 1912 is
Ordained
an
Elder Charles E. her recovery. Air. Branham was shoot- now due. All
All Boxes of tn-- Santa Fe Electric
dogs running at large
in
at
bull
a
a
with
his
mission
small
at
ing
teacher
Flack,
field,
WE WILL EE PLEASED
lay
without a tag will be impounded.
Laundry brought Into the office will
calibre
was
ordained elder in j
Pos, Arizona,
revolver, missed the bull and
be redeemed at 10c doz.
RAFAEL GOMEZ,
To Arrange With You
the Presbyterian church in Farming- - hit Mrs. Wells.
A marriage license was issued at
City Marshal.
ton. Rev. W. B. Minton, D. D. of AzNathan
Salmon
is certainly IT when
For The Best Cuts of Meat Las Vegas to Gertrudes Castillo, aged tec, preached a sermon for the occa- it comes to the latest
in anything. It
Commencement
Tha
Programs
IS, of Santa Fe. and Manuel Sena, sion.
is shirts this time, and spring shirts at New Mexican Printing
have
Company
Either By 'Phone
aged 21, cf Las Vegas,
The time to take a good tonic is that. Now is the time for the good received the new
samples of embossed
Tailors to Women and Misses. Lat- Springtime, when all nature is chang- dresser to get
and engraved commencement program
Or At Our Counter.
busy.
est styles. The W. H. Goebel Co.
Zook's
will
covers.
ing.
The line is beautifully gotten
Sarsaparilla
bring
City Second Team Wins The San- Fire at Maxwell A fire which start- about a change you'll like.
ta Fe city second team outclassed the UP witn the latest patterns and de.
ed from a defective ,. flue completely
Veterans Are Thankful Police Mag- highbrows of St. Michael's College s'Sns- Samples will be mailed
upon
A Rendezvous For Meat
destroyed the home of feert Borsbery istrate Jose Maria Garcia, a veteran 13 to 6 yesterday afternoon in a game request to any one interested. Maks
of the Civil War and member of Carle-to- on the St. Michael's athletic field.
at Maxwell, Colfax county,.
;your selections early.
Blood Impurities are quickly removPost, G. A. R., desires the New
G. A. R. Meeting
There will be ai
to
Mexican
ed and systematic diseases properly
express public thanks to special meeting of Carleton Post G. A.
treated by taking Zook's Sarsaparilla Congress and President Taft for the R. May 20.
new pension act becoming law. He
About The Kind They Eat! with Iodine.
Missionary Society Will Meet The
hit
"i T.." I,rfff't for
Santa Fe Choral Society A busi- says that all Santa Fe veterans join.
Home Missionary Society of the St.
Kid and Uold
rfA I'lllsmS5"M
J
Blue KiMwn.
More Moving Pictures Santa Fe is John's M. E. Church will meet at Mrs.
ness meeting of the Santa Fe Choral
!"?
or your V
",h!'iHk"
?
K"
pj
bociety has been called for 7:30 going to have its picture "took,'' ac- Katherine Patterson's home on Palo'clock tomorrow evening at the home cording to a report from the office of ace avenue at 2:30
M Bes'' Sa,Kt'
Oi.
I? Sfl! I) k"OWn
A1y Reliaol.
p. m. Tuesday.
A
RV
IC.r.lCTC nicnwnir
the American Film Company of Chi
of T. H. McBride on Grant avenue
i uwnnrifr
" " " P,DI'
cago. Besides a reel of the town the W. E. MARTIN WILL BE
Scarlet Fever in San Juan County
There is scarlet fever in the Foutz representatives intend to take
Phone 92
BURIED THIS AFTERNOON.
Annual Statement
of the surrounding country.
family at Fruitland, San Juan coun- OF THE
They expect to arrive about June 13. Interment Will Be in
Charge of
May Reopen Business College ProKnights of Pythias Lodge in
fessor Walter Norton, a New
Socorro.
in fact, the first white child
born in New Zealand, who addressed
Funeral services over
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
the legislature and the high school W. E. Martin were held the body of
by the Elks'
the lodge of this
today, contemplates reopening
5 o'clock Sunday
at
city
Albuquerque, N. M.
Santa Fe business College in the Diaz afternoon at the
Mulligan and Rising
December 31, lull.
block on the west side of the plaza,
rooms
on
avenue.
Palace
j
Ride in E. M. F. car &nd be sure to undertaking
Members of the lodge then marched Gross Assets
$359,6 1 8. 1 1
get back.
to the depot with the body and W.
Liabilities
Double Shooting at Carthage Dur-- ! D. Newcomb of Socorro took
$190,870.67
charge
ing a dispute over a phonograph at of the remains. Burial will take place
Carthage, a coal camp in Socorro in the Knights of Pythias' cemetery
Annual Statement
county, Thomas Carrenza was wound-- i in Socorro after services at the resi
ed, perhaps, fatally, and Jesus Olivas dence.
OF THE
was seriously wounded. Carrenza was
The services in thfs city over the
taken in custody and escaped, al-- j body of William E. Martin yesterday
though an attending physician de- - afternoon, were impressive and sugWILL INTEREST
clares he cannot live.
QUALITY and PRICE
gestive of the esteem in which he
YOU IN
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent was held by his broiher Elks. Frank
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-- ' T Blandy, exalted ruler, read the funing all modern conveniences, includ eral service and short eulogies were
Albuquerque, N. M.
SANTA FE
SUPPLY COMPANY.
December 31, 191 1
ing electric light, steam heat and delivered by other officers of the local
baths, in the First National Bank ledge. The pall bearers were: Thom- Assets
$267,793.12
as P. Gable, R. C. Garrett, M. S.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones,
No Matter how attractive a dress Groves, Judge F. W. Parker, H. P. Liabilities
13,386.48
you wear, nor how becoming a hat
you have, if you haven't got a pair
of stylish oxfords or pumps, you are
bound to look sloppy. This is the day
That come up and bloom every year are
A
TVJTpC
1
of short skirts and your feet are sure
the ones to have in Santa Fe.
to show. To know how to dress them
FOR
SALE
NOW AT THE
see
John
right,
Pflueger, the shoe
man.
Among Preparations of Iron Zobk's
Elixir of Iron, Quinine and Strychnine
Phone Black 12.
embodies
and
blood invigorating properties.
Golden Glow,
Snow and Freezing Temperature
J
Hardy Blooming Shrubs and many others.
That is the prediction of the Weather
WEATHER

FORECAST.

Penver, Colo., May 13. Xew
Mexico: Rain in south portion,
rain or snow in north portion;
colder, freezing temperature in
north portion.
Tuesday clearing, colder in south portion.

THE DISCOVERY

Bureau for tonight and tomorrow.
Since Saturday a third of an inch of!
precipitation has fallen, or to be more
exact .37 of an inch. The maximum
shade temperature yesterday was 61
degrees, on Saturday 62 degrees, the
minimum yesterday and Saturday was

MAY

-

Tes-Ne-

But You Will Benefit More,' Personally,
By

Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in" this Direction.

This Is

Strawberries,

Tomatoes,!

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,

-

CHESTER S PILLS
A

Green Onions,

Radishes,
--

Spinach,

i

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,
Carrots. I

Parsnips,

J'"

many-view-

s

OCCIDENTAL

Zeal-ande-

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
Phone
,1

P. ANDREWS

i.

Phone 4.

.

J

i

r

SPITZ.
S.

--

-

w

THE JEWELER.

Y

HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE VCU?. WATCTT
CLEANLD OCCASIONALLY

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not
grndje your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watck
7, cave your watch with us
ti-c-

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

without
AWA7CI wi'l g run
longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

" Time

y.

Pieces That Are
Reliable."- -

j

OUR STOCK

OF TOOLS

OCCIDENTAL

j

MfiOH 10

..,...$

j

f)I

'

Clarendon Garden

.

g

Phlox, Shasta Daisies, Pansies,

IR

I

.w

T STATE SALE
WIS

,1

auoq
mrts
W

;

--

time for Sprino; Shirts and we are ready for the rush. It
IT'S
Awn)
as though every man in this vicinity should know
about the goodness of our best shirts, we seli so many of them.
We have the most refined and the handsomest Spring Shirts
that you can imagine. They are beauties !

Regular Coat Style, Stripes and Figures
Madras, Percale, Muslin and Linen more patterns than you'll care to see. All new this season
Splendid shirtmaking by a maker that knows how to make shirts to perfection.

$ 1 .00, $ 1 .25, $ 1 .50, $ 1 .75, $2.00 to $3.50
We have made great preparations for the men who
always depend upon us for their Spring Outfitting

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NATHi

Respectfully,

SALMON

mm

I

